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Donald McNeil, Chancellor of the University
of Maine, will be appointed the first director of
the newly formed California Post-Secondary
Education Commission next Monday.
McNeil has accepted an offer from Dr.
Stephen Teale, chairman of the commission, to
fill the $50,000 director's seat on th
23-member commission that will oversee all of
California's private, public, and proprietary
post-secondary institutions, see story inside
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r -------------- — ------------------------What's onCampus
news
briefs
UMO's fifth annual crafts fair, slated for
this weekend (Dec. 7-8) at the Memorial
Union. will feature the work of more than
100 cratsmen in over 85 displays.
A traditional favorite of Chtistmas
shoppers. the Creative Crafts Fair will
feature scrimshaw, leather working.'
pottery. puppets. patchwork quilts, silver
and wrought iron jewelry. dolls, musical
instruments, batik, and weaving.
Thirty of the 8.5 displays expected to be
on hand are new to the fair, including corn
husk dolls, metal sculpture. and two
displays of custom-made wooden and
leather furniture.
Other new twists to the fair include a
special selection of craft books at the
university's bookstore the first day of the
event, and a display of a UMO foreign
graduate student who will be making
Turkish coffee and telling fortunes during
the first few hours of the fair.
The fair is open to the public with no
admission fee from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.. both
days.
Edith A. Tood of Camden has donated
83.000 toward a scholarship fund in
memory of her lase husband. According to
Rev. Edwin Hinshaw. chaplain of the
Maine Christian Association. the J.
Edward Todd Memorial Fund, once
established, will provide financial assis-
tance to UMO students who serve as
program coordinators for MCA•s Religious
Life Center. Hinshaw explained student
contributions are being solicited because
the fund's establishment is continguent
upon raising a matching amount with Mrs.
Todd's S3.000 by February. The MCA has
raised about $1000 so far. Hinshaw
reported.
The film library maintained by UMO'
Instructional Systems Center currently has
about 4000 films ayadatile for rental by
school, libraries, civic orgamiati6ns and
other groups.
Most of the films deal v. ith language
arts. England and literature. social studies.
and scienLe. and run from eight minutes to
an hour long.
A catalog is a% ailable on request to the
Center at Shibles Hall and a list of new
films will be available by the end of the
month.
Next year Maine's municipal govern•
ment offices will be offering part-time
employment for UMO's political science
students.
According to Professor Eugene Ma-
whinne% . chairman of the political science
department, said the employment will be
part of a nt v. field experience program in
which students can earn academic credit.
The program. which needs final appro% al
from the Arts and Sciemzs Educational
Facility and political scien - • faculty, will be
open to juniors and seniors Although some
sophomores may be accepted.
Pmspecti‘e jobs haYe been lined up in
the Bangor area and some jobs may be
ayailable in Augusta municipal offices
Jobs will also be a% ailable in the offices of
various interest groups.
The program w ill offer UMO students
their first opportunity to work in state
administration or municipal offices..
although yearly four congressional interns
are sent to Washington.
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The Cultural Affairs Committee is
now accepting proposals for adminis-
tering the Arthur R. Lord Fund for
bringing to campus for the 1975-76
academic year events that will "enrich
the cultural life of the university
community." Specific proposals may
be sent in writing to the committee's
chairman. Sandy Ives, South Stevens
Hall text. 74661.
FRIDAY, DEC. 6
Second day of a special two-day
exhibit and sale from the Ferdinand
Roten Galleries. Over 800 original
prints representing the work of
famous and not so famous artists for
Christmas buying. Priced from $10 up.
Carnegie Hall Gallery I.
LAW SCHOOL-interviews with a
representative of Washington and Lee
Law School. Begin at 1 p.m. Room 31.
Stevens North.
TRACK-Maine vs. Bates at 6:30 p.m.
INTER-VARSITY-Christian
Fellowship meeting. Bangor Room.
Memorial Union at 6:30 p.m.
MUAB MOVIE--"Becket." 7 and 9:30
p.m. 100 Nutting. 50 cents admission
and I.D.
RAMSHORN COFFEEHOUSE--Bill
,,_Rogers. Blues and Ragtime. Shows at
•9 and 10:15 p.m. 33 Grove Street. MATHEMATICS MOVIE--let U.
Teach Guessing." 313 Shible. Hall at
4:10 p.m.
MEETING-Council of Colleges. 3:15
p.m. Bangor Room, Memorial Union.
All members of university community'
welcome.
CREATIVE CRAFTS FAIR-11 am S FENCING CLUB--Lengyel Gymna-
p.m. Memorial Union. sIIIM at 6 p.m.
CHILDREN'S ART EXHIBIT-exhibit I I A L1AN FILM FESTIVAL--"The
of the work of "Tuesday's Children" leopard" at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. 100
from 10 a.m. to noon. Student Art Nutting.
Gallery. Carnegie Hall. PHOTOGRAPHY SEMINAR--"Pho-
SWIM MEET--men's varsity vs. tography as an Art" (film) Bangor
Rhode Island. 2 p.m. Memorial Room. Memorial Union at p.m.
Donations requested.
SATURDAY, DEC. 7
Gymnasium.
MUAB MOVIE--"Arsenie and Old
Lace." 7 and 9:30. 100 Nutting. 50
cents admission and ID.
SUNDAY, DEC. 8
First Night of Hanukah
CREATIVE CRAFTS FAIR-11 a.m.-5
p.m. Memorial Union.
MASS--Newman Center at 9:45 and
6:15 p.m. Service at 11:15 am. in 137
Bennett.
MCA WORSHIP--and dialogue. MCA
Center. College Ave. at 6:30 p.m.
MONDAY. DEC. 9
DANCE CLUB--Dance Studio. Leng-
yel Gymnasium at 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL
tryouts all week from 3-5:30a.m.
REHEARSAL--BCC College-Comniun-
unity Chorus at 7 p.m 101 Bangor
Hall. Illinois Ave. BCC.
DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES
••Who Shot WV" Memorial Gym-
nasium at 8 p.m. Film and speaker.
TUESDAY. DEC. 10
GYMNASTICS--club and team meet at
3 p.m. Gymnastics Room. Memorial
Union.
OPEN HOUSE--Two-year landscape
students will display their landscape
models from 3-5 p.m. 1- Deering hall.
MATHEMATICS MOVIE--"Let Us
Teach Guessing" at 4:10 p.m. 313
Shibles all.
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ONCE URDN A TIME THERE WAS A BEAUTIFUL 74 CiRl. ASKED TA SHOE SALESMAN
GIRL AND k hANDsOmE SHOE SALESMAm F-CR. A PAIR OF GLA.Ss SLIPPERS
3 •
IN THE STOCKROOM HE
IMPETUOUSLY FILLED CNE
OF THE SUPPERS MTH
WOLESCHMVT N•OPKA AND
A TOUCH OF VERMOUTH
THEN HE FIT ONE SUPPER ON THE
GIRL'S FOOT AND OFFERED A TOAST
To HER EKAUT•t wiTH THE OTHER ONE
5
zovis I SEE SOMETHING 111 A BLOODY MARY?"
sAip THE BEAUTIFUL YOUNE, GIRL AND THEY
LIVED HAPPILY EVER AFTER
Start something
withliblischm dt.
A martini, a bloody mary,
a screwdriver. Or anything else
you have in mind.
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Music department presents varied sounds of Christmas
With the coming ot the holiday season.
the UMO music department has put
together a trio of events that should
.4uarantee much listening pleasure.
Beginning at 8:15 p.m. on Saturday.
Dec. 7. the Bangor Symphony Orchestra
will present its annual holiday concert, to
he performed an Peakes auditorium.
Bangor. The concert, conducted by UMO
professor Robert Collins will perform seven
arrangements and feature three special
soloisir The soloists will he Shru-de-li-
Ossmhey. a female harpist from China.
UMO professor Richard Jacobs on the
clarinet, and another UMO professor.
Louis Hall, will be performing on the oboe.
The music department will present its
Christmas Choral Concert next Tuesday
and Wednesday. Dec. 10 and II. at the
Nev man Center. The department's three
singing groups will take part in the concert.
which will begin at 8:15 p.m.
Handel's "Messiah '• will also be
presented to the university community on
Sunday. Dec. 15 at 3 p.m. in thc Memorial
gym bs the Oratoria Societs and the
orchestra. Two student soloists and two
professional soloists will be featured in that
performance.
The Unisersity Chours with 40 singers is
the largest of the three singing groups. The
Unisersity Singers and Chamber Singers
are smaller, and consist of a more select
group of singers. The Chorus welwmes all
students interested in singing.
Everything for the Horse
and Horseman
Leather jackets. fringed & pile
lined, vests. boots,
English and Western
riding apparel and equipment
ERN111111= I.
(lila tia
GASS SALES STABLES
EVERYTHING FOR THE HORSE
AN O IIORS&MAN
MAIN NO MNA
ORONO MAINE 04473
TEL ORONO 11140.207`k
I he music for the Christmas ( horal
Concert will include baroque. classical.
romantic, and contemporary Christmas
music. The Lints ersits Singers sc ill pet torni
3 major piece by composer Beniamin
Britten titled "Rejoice in the Lamb.'
Patricia McGarry will play the organ for
the work, and a solo is included in the
piece.
The Singers will also perform Malcolm
Sargent's arrangement of "Silent Sight"
and an antiphonal setting of "Hcilig- bs
Felix Mendelsohn.
The Unisersity Chorus will perform
work% by composers Vaughan Williams.
Bentamin Husted, Hans (co Hassler.
Eccard. and William Billings.
A candlelight processional will he
included in the program during which the
audience will be in lied to loin in singing
"Silent Night" and "Hetlig.-
James Gefic. the concert director.
recentls came to t•MO from Ohio, and is an
assistant professor it music here.
Grad Center
gives fun show
The umsersity's Graduate Center will
present a children's tun show. featuring
films. games, dramatic' acts and
storstelling. Saturday. Dec 14 at 10 ani
in the south basement lounge of
Estabrookr Hall
-The Wacky Win Id of Mother Goose
and "The Empcior's isitglitingalv- are th.
Ivo mystics scheduled bc shown
Resumes For
Graduating Students
Half of getting through the door of your future employer is
introducing yourself correctly. That calls for a resume and
that's where we come in. We provide resumes and copies for
all needs, all written by professionals, and we have special
rates for students We also provide blacemens Ind othe, career
services. Don't delay. your fi.ti. in depen m it Please call
or write:
Marketing and Promotions
1 Merchants Plaza
Bangor. N' sine 04401
942-1983 or 942-1900
Office Hours Mon-Fri 9-5
SULLIVAN FORD SALES
Appreciation Sale
Choose f•nn, four oistinetiwp rhodels• hard -
and GHa or 'me fastback styled 2 ond To show our appreciation, we offer this special "Thank
You" sale on all 1975 Fords in stock!
1:.1-) would just like to soy 'thank You' for making 1974
the greatest new é Lased car sale year in our company
history. Becaus cf you, we hcii;G been notified by Ford
MUSTANG GHIA Motor Co. that we are again Maine's leading ford dealer.
Mach I models.
22 MUSTANGS IN STOCK
GRANADA
Designed tor tie way
Granola olegarco r a
combining on efficipnt
fuel and mons.,
driving .s today
nr w •fticient size.
balance of space.
GRANADAS IN STOCK
SPECIAL 'THANK YOU' BONUS!!
All 1975 Cars $100 over the
factory invoice! 150 models to choose from
TORINOELITE
Ti-,• solid mid-sized loriro modeis offer
Torinos, Gran Torinos, Gran Torino Sport,
Gran Torino Brougham and 2 Torino wagons.
0 TOMOS IN STOCK
3Y Ff4iCth'3
V.. lb *404
449 HAMIY.OSIG ST
FORD MOTO° CRESI' 
PACI44 81 ,„
912 It 11 BANGOR
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 Hewlett-Packard
pocket calculator is a
for a lifetime.
•
The HP-35 Electronic Slide Rule.
Performs ail basic arithn-. • •
loci calculations automatir
Has an Addressable
Memory. displays 10
digits in fixed
decimal or scien-
tific notation.
automatically
Positions decimal
point throughout its
200-decade range.
Cost. $225'
A
The HP-45
Athanced
Pt
functions including
vector arithmetic.
rectangular to •
Polar conversion
meanandstandarddevi-
ation. Has 9 Addressable
Memories. At $325: its trw
pre programmed calculator for all
scientists, engineers and students
of science and engineering.
The HP-65 Fully Programmable.
The world's only fully programmable pocket
calculator. You can write, edit and record
programs up to 100 steps long. You can take
advantage of HP pre-recorded programs.
so you gain the speed 'accuPacy benefits
of programming without writing your own.
Performs 51 pre programmed functions.
Cost. $795°
Make this a special Christmas. Ask for an
instrument crafted to last your working lifetime and
designed to solve the problems you can expect to
encounter throughout that lifetime.
Circle the HP pocket calculator that's right for
you. then silo this ad to you-know who They can call us
toll-free at (800) 538-7922 (In Calif. call (800) 662-9862)
for the name. address and telephone number of a nearby
HP dealer.
The HP-70 Business.
Performs all sorts of general business. in-
teres*. financial management. lending.
borrowing and saving calculations—
precisely. quickly. easily. A Finan-
cial Memory Bank lets you enter
numbers in any order and
change them anytime.
Has 2 Addressable
Memories and
a very affordable
The H P-80
Financial.
.Jerto=nrls virtuaiu,
al/ timeir •
calcuiati(
onds Has
year calendar. an
Addressable
Memor‘ Lets you
make new kinds o'
management calculations
that enable you to make better
decisions. Cost. $395.
*All HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-Packard's
patented RPN logic system with 4 Memory Stack
Prices exclude state and local taxes
HEWLETTg PACKARD
Available now on Campus
University Bookstore y....;
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Two dormitories to hold
children's Christmas party
In an effort to make Christmas a hills
brighter for about 40 children in the area.
the residents of Aroostook and Kennebec
Halls are holding a Christmas pails
tonight. complete with gifts. Christmas
carols. and Santa Claus.
Me annual event is funded by the
residents of the two dorms, although
donations are being solicited this year from
area businesses. The group, organised by
Edward Banks. Jr., Larry Pratt and Debra
Moody. collects money from the residents.
with $200 set as this year's goal.
Most of the funds are used to purchase
gifts for the children. who range in age
from four to six years. Each child will
receive at least one gift. and last year they
rcceised two or three. The gifts are
personalised. so Santa Claus may call the
child's name when passing the presents
out.
Banks said the children's names are
given to the group by local churches.
Head-Start program, and das care centers.
In the past. 40 children hase been ins ited.
split amost esenly between boss and girls.
The residents of the dorms pick the
children up from their homes in Old Town.
Orono. Veasie as well as Bangor. and
return them when the evening is over.
Beside passing out the gifts. Santa will
talk with the children. and then lead in
singing Christmas carols. Refreshments
will be served.
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mcDonaid's
• 111 -
Redeemable with coupon at
758 Stillwater Avenue
OLD TOWN
Expiration date January 1, 1975
1 Winners
ONE PER CUSTOMER ...... ..II
Rengs Iforr $100 to $10 000 •
%%11.'11 11t1 give a Keepsake. you make the occasion doubly special
twcause there is no finer diamond ring keepsake's famous Guarantee is
our assurance. of perfect clarity. fine white color and precise cut
am 7illaek 4SM
73 Main St . Bangor
Other Locations in Augusta and Portland
Student Charges Invited
YOUR AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE JEWELER
MAN;IATTAN JEWELERS
Mine CamPull
.4t this year's home basketball games. the Maine
Bear trill draw a number of ticket stubs to give away
prizes donated by sereral local businesses. Taking
place before the games, as icell as at half-time. the
winners are announced by an exuberant George
Wildev ward photo
December...
the MUAB way
Dec 7 & 8
Fifth Creative Crafts Fair
over 100 craftsmen from the state ut Maine
including UMO students
exhibits • demonstrations • sales
Dec 11
A Child's Christmas in Wales
a Dylan Thomas film
Shows at 3 & 4 in the Bangor Room
7 & 8 in the North Lown Room
no admission charge
Movies in December
Becket Dec 6
Arsenic & Old Lace Dec. 7
Lord of the flies Dec. 13
What's up Tiger Lily? Dec 14
all shows in 100 Nutting
at 7 & 9:30 50 cents plus ID
Exam Breaks from MUAB
Dec 16. 17. & 18
Cartoons, shorts, and a record hop
7.30-10 p.m in the Union
watch for details
Call 2600 every day for the
most up-to-date listing of
events on campus — call us
KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRES
Exclusive 11°1 IVI.
Student Sale at C.F.. Noyes!
Prices to fit your pocketbook on Kelly Springfield snow tires.
NOW THRU
DECEMBER 20
If you're still driving without snow tires, come
see us before you leave for home. We've got Kelly
Grip Trac Nylon snows at unbelievably low prices.
Walk in and show us your student I.D. and
pick the size that fits your car. You'll pay less
than you ever thought possible for snow tires that
will keep you moving all winter long.
KELLY GRIP TRAC NYLON SNOWS
-
Blackwalls
AS LOW AS
Whitewalls
AS LOW AS$16FAT 0 NNN
tion $1.8!)!
+ $2 18F.E.T. Size 775-14.
SPeCig•
+ $2.18 F.E.T. Size 775-14.
OTHER SIZES AT
SAVINGS LIKE THESE:
Size Sale Price F.E.T.
825-14 $17.15 $2.32
775-15 $16.41 $2.15
825-15 $17.49 $2.34
855-15 $18.43 $2.49 ;
'
COME TO US FOR COMPLETE
UNDER-THE-CAR SERVICE:
• COMPLETE PASSENGER CAR TIRE SERVICE
• ALIGNMENT • BRAKE SYSTEMS (Including Disc)
• SHOCKS • EXHAUST SYSTEMS (Complete)
• BATTERIES • STATE INSPECTION
• COMPLETE FRONT END SERVICE
• TRUCK SERVICE (Compinte)
8W
LIMY
CHANGEOVER SPECIAL
99
• WITH
THIS COUPON
— —
Here's what we do:
• Remove your regular tires
• Put them in polyethylene bags
• Mount your snow tires
• Bubble balance two wheels
Otter ends December 20
CE warts ca
Tire and Service Centers Since 1916
315 Harlow Street, Bangor, Maine 04401 • 942-8221
OTHER SIZES AT
SAVINGS LIKE THESE:
Size Sale Price F.E.T.
825-14 $19.02 $2.32
825-15 $19.54 $2.34
855-15 $20.47 $2.49
Clip this coupon and bring it with you!
C. E. NOYES FALL
1
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Celebrated cleric commenced
common Christmas custom
No one is really sure how! the Christmas
tree custom began. One explanation is that
Martin Luther began the custom in
1 -
-century Germans. The sight of an
.Aergreen tree on Christmas eve. with
ars blaiing in the heavens. is said to have
;nade a great impression on Luther. so he
nit a similar tree, decorated with lighted
:Indies. in his home.
Whatever the explanation, the custom of
having evergreen trees in our homes
during Christmas is one that has been with
us for mans years and will probably be w ith
Us for mans years to come.
The University of Maine has its own
Christmas tree tradition which can be
st itn e%%c d now until Christmas in front of
_
FLOWERS
a's.*
for all
Occasions
C:1 -
.114;,,or
SOUTHERN BELLE
FLOWER SHOP
827-5446
225 Stillwater ave
Old Town Me 04468
Larry Dunn
c—s•
Poratai Wire ServIce
Nutting Hall.. This tradition is the Vile of
Christmas trees to provide scholarship
money for students in the School of Forest
Itesourt-cs.
"We try! to make about 54(X) each year.
lite money then goes into four or five
scholarships..* stated Gordon Hosking.
president ol Xi Sigma Phi, the forestry
honors fraternity Ntlich. along st ith the
ttoodsman team. sponsors the y earl% sale.
According to Hosking. the trees come
from a mumber of places. Some of the trees
come from a tree plantation in Milo. others
come from the university tree nursery, and
the rest are ild trees found growing in
university forests.
Xi Sigma Pi and the Woodsmen team
stork ttnntly gathering trees.
Ft w of the 100 trees they have nght now
have been sold but Hosking is optimistic.
"Last sear 400 trees were sold. They
were of a pretty poor yualit% though. This
year our trees are a lot better and our
put us are better than dow Illovk 11 (OTIMil)
Prists.ht: claimed.
In front of Nutting Hall there .Itc MN% a
bunt it ot three to stv -foot trees. but by
Saturda% 200 larger. more expensive. use
to nine-toot tall trees will go up for sale.
is your skin showing?
II unwanted hair is your problem. let electrolysts
remove it permaneetry, safety and quickly.
Shirley Schneider
192 Norfolk St
942-0781 Bangor
Ems••••••
• Doctors ret•r•nclle
• F re. CO NI u /117,10.%
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LANDRY'S
Just across the Old Bangor-Brewer
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Make it a very
Merry Christmas
Give the dependable
MAYT it;
Washers, dryers.
dishwashers.
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FREE Delivery' Service
(25 mile radius)
See all the new models
now on display.
then ask about our
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Come to LANDRY'S and Saw:
LANDR Y'S CARRIES A COMPLETE 1OCK OF PARTS FOR ALL
HOTPOINT & GE MAJOR APPLIANCES
46 CENTER ST. 1 BREW ER 8404Nti
• TEL. 989-3850
23 Main St.,
Bangor
Purveying
This student purveys the goods at
one of the tablks set up in the lobby
of the Memorial Union Wednesday
The table above contained plants,
including poinsettias, while others
had knitted and baked goods
richter photo
'Pottery
•Dulcimers
'Wooden toys
& Furniture
'Gold & Silver
Jewelerv
'Leather goods
*Weaving 'Painting
Created in Maine Studios
Cooperatively owned & run
81 Central Street. Bangor (near Sears)
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Fraternities entertain local children
Many of the university 's fraternities are
busy preparing their traditional Christmas
programs of entertaining area youngsters
and the not-so-young. Some are combining
program efforts with the sororities and
their "little sisters.'
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, along with its
little sisters. begins Christmas activities
this afternoon by sponsoring a party for
children attending the new children's day
care center, located next to SAE on Coll/Ice
Ave.
Tonight. similar parties v.ill be held for
local children at the Delta Tau Delta
fraternity house, who w ill be aided by
Delta Delta Delta sorority, and the Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity. who will be helped
by the Delta Zeta sorority . Both parties will
feature a visit by Santa Claus and gifts for
the Youngsters. most of v. horn are between
five and eight years-old.
Kappa Sigma will also sponsor a
children', party Tuesday . Dec. 10 for 15
Page S-7
Orono and Old Town children. According
to fraternity- president Ge rry Conant. Santa
Claus scheduled a %isit. and will be aided
in distributing gifts to the children by Pi
Phi sorority. Supper will also be served the
children.
Festivities continue Friday. Dec. 13.
when a contingent from Alpha Garnma
Rho will tour through Orono singing
Christmas carols.
Lambda Chi Alpha will entertain nearly
21children at a party Sat urday. Dec. 14 at
the chapter house. Santa is expected to
appear there as well. accompanied by
helpers provided by the Pi Phi sorority.
Other children's parties scheduled to be
held that week are being planned at Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Tau Epsilon Phi. and Beta
Met Pi fraternities.
Theta Chi will be entertaining
youngsters at the non-comissioned offices
club, near the Bangor Community College
campus. Sunday'. Dec. 15.
Avoiding
Future
Shock
Why think about life insurance and
estate planning now while you're
young?
Because the best way to avoid
financial crisis in your leisurely years is
to effectively manage your most
productive years. The older you get, the
more it costs to protect your family and
business. Your Fidelity Union Life
estate planner can show you how to
prepare for a secure future—now.
Call the Fidelity Union Field
Associate in your area:
at
24 Main St.
Orono
866-4906
Fiddkv
Union life
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Creative Crafts Fair
displays artisans' wares
Want to get in sonic good Christmas
shopping? Would you like to taste turkish
coffee, or have your fortune told? Then
come to the Creative Crafts Fair this
weekend.
This is the fifth year MUAB has
presented the invitational fair. There will
be approximately 80 exhibits. 10 of which
are new. representing the work of over 100
people from around the university and the
state. Some demonstrations arc also given.
A variety of goods will be on display.
including puppets. quilts. hanging herbs.
metal work, snowshoes, and enamel work.
rh, lair is being held from 2-5 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday. Dec. 7 and 8. on the
first floor of the union.
MUAB will also again present an
audio/ visual version of Dylan Thomas'
poem "A Child's Christmas in Wales."
which is narrated by the late Welch author.
Slides depicting life in Wales will be shown
along with the narration.
The presentation will be shown
Wednesday. Dec. 11 at 3 ..nd 4 p.m. in the
Union's Bangor Room. and at 7 and 8 p.m.
in the Union's North LoYvn Room.
fashio
FROM THE
WONDERFUL
CHRISTMAS WORLD
OF
.1112Mayleakiallw,41.0.
OPEN EVENINGS
111 CHRISTMAS
"*"logre"
1/4 OFF
AND MORE
In keeping with our
aggressiYe fashion mer-
chanditing policy and
just in time for the
Holiday Festiyities. we
are offering a major
portion of our formals
and long dresses at
these Yery special pric-
es. Each fashion from
this group is guaranteed
to be reduced by at least
I 4 and mans even more
Sizes 5 to 20 as well as
half-sizes included.
Festive lurex in a three piece
layered pajama set. reg
78.00 now 55.00
Velvet and satin combine
a three piece cape
ensemble into Holiday
living reg. 95.00 now
62.00
Satin strips make the full
skirt and peplum shirt
outstanding. reg. 75.00
now 49.00
d(0/1 di an
-"*" Zweibel* dear,
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SCHICK SUPER II
TWIN BLADE CARTRIDGE
WHEN YOU REDEEM
THE MA*JACU1IRS
FULL PURCHASE
Pita INFPUND
COUPON
88c THE $1 79PAK OP S
• cs , )
ci4
PONDS DREAM. ROWER
DUSTING POWDER
Ti. 11.00 ooelt
saimo. limmo200. 9
•pgaie 9(
SHE FIR.
BAIL POINT
and PSNC
A RAPT lIT 99
No* $700 sot w
e 1.0*(401 10e,
p,ce lo, 9.14.011
S.
•Ats,v•••
sce.
e
SALE STARTS
NOW
thru
SATURDAY
DECEMBER 14
Chocolatesi
00'‘
N\4 
C)'\Oc. -411 - • ,• dip
v..,
410 ge.
T hSassortment35°  
"lb , • -
from B or ci•rs
-
ipp.41'
Box
1)$248 21 
HAI KARATE
4-PIECE TRAVEL KIT
;p1:6111
\•
•••••••• •k•
•
499
Tra.et case 4 cz aftershave.
4 oz deodorant, 4 oz. shavecrearr
-
THE
$6 00
SET
RIX HAS IT FOR LESS...
LOAD UP WITH SURE-HIT
GIFTS FOR EVERYONE!
AQUA VELVA
BEER STEIN
AFTER SHAVE
$388
The $500. 6 oz
after shave in a
reusable beer stein
AO,
I 7:
4..
4:14..1  •
•
tr:lif fig tt
Skimil Dip
Shoulder Tote Case
Th. $650 set Includes
dtionim cas•. 3 oz talc.
2 Oz spray mist. 31/2 oz. soap
$499
1500- x tui
CELLO TAPE
The 44( eta
d,soenteore
S • 0( t• 4 for $0100
PANTY HOSE
"
one size fits ail
• 
6.0..
4.1
0...pos•J"
Mg
CRICKET
LIGHTER
411
d.sp o tole*
b..... 1.91Hop 8,
AUGUSTA PORTLAND
MAINE SHOP. CTR., I 591 CONGRESS STRUT
virSTERN P .
OLD TOWN
OLD TOWN
S.S:
I ORONO SANFORD
winnism kuu OLD MILL ROAD,
ROUTE 101
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Slim schedule of special events slated by churches
Three Orono•hased church organizations
serving the religious needs of the
university have planned a slim schedule of
special events during the weeks prior to
Christ nias.
We are not planning anything really
unusual." said Rey. Edwin Hinshaw.
chaplain at the Maine Christian
Association's facility on College AN C. " It is
a little hard to plan anything with students
overwhelmed with exams. Our regular
Sunday night worship service, which
begins at 6:30 p.m.. will have special
emphasis on Christmas music and
readings." he explained.
The protestant minister also plans to
hold a potluck meal at the MCA building
Sunday. Dec. 15 at 12:30 p.m.
Christian Science counseling available
A new counseling sery ice. based on the
beliefs of Christian Science, is available to
all UMO students. faculty and their
families. according to David Young of
UMO's Christian Science group.
F.% ers second and fourth Tuesday of the
month Is and Ionise Anderson of Brewer
meet with people needing counseling.
information. or just someone to talk ith.
the counseling they provide is based on
Christkin Science beliefs and is designed to
help the indiy !dual solse his problems
through an understanding of God and his
relationship to God.
Although it is primarily directed towards
Fire warning issued
Was nr Edgecomb. umy emits fire
marshal, has issued a warning concerning
the hazards of using Christmas (fe,ora-
tons. (-wet iall% evergreen wreaths and
trees, in t.S10 buildings.
Edgecomb suggested only an di, tat trees
Void decorations approyed b% the
Under.. iter•s Laboratories he used. He
said flame
iv( stionable
• 44 fly('
•
•
retardent treatments are
as to their degre e of
and
•
those people with a knowledge of Christian
Science. anyone who needs help is
welcome to ask for it. There is no charge
for the service unless Christian Science
treatment is necessary.
the idea of campus counselors was
initiated less than a decade ago by the
Christian Science Church and on this
campus there hay e been counselors
intermittently oyer the last eight years.
the UMO counselors will be available
twice a month from 6-8 p.m. in the Therrill
Room of the Memorial Union. Appoint-
ments arc not necessary. hut those people
wishing to schedule one during those hours
or on a different date may do so by
contacting the Anderson% at 989-3728.
SONY DOLBY NR115
Reg. 119.95 NOW 79.95
SANTA SAYS
You should only
buy Stereo equipment
where you can get
on the premise
service trade
in value
and loaners.
Maine Stereo co.
can offer you this
and much more at a
Price that's right for you.
"All families and students are welcome
to attend by just bringing food, beverages,
cheeses or vegetables to the meal. Our
regular families general!) bring hot
dishes." Hinshaw said, adding all religious
organizations plan "to have an extended
ministry during final exam week jin
dormitories to provided extra supportive
contact.''
Mrs. Laura Murray. a spokeswoman for
the Newman Center. a Catholic group, said
the center plans regular weekend and
Sunday masses during the next two or
three weeks.
"Other activities are going on. but are
not especially geared for the Christmas
holidays." she said.
Rev. Walter Thompson. an Episcopal
priest, said no special Christmas
observances are being planned at the
Canterbury House, located on Chapel
Road.
"Episcopal faith has a four-week period
of Advent prior to Christmas," he said.
"This period of waiting. a type of Lent
period—a period of reflection upon the
corruption in the world and the need for a
Savior." Thompson explained.
"Our prayers and devotions are centered
around what it means to be poor in the
world today. Epiphany. or Three Kings
Day. which is 12 days after Christmas on
Jan. 6. is our day for giving gifts and
celebrating." he said. adding, "the period
of reflection is necessary to offset the great
commercialization of the Christmas
holidays."
EXCHANGE BOOKSTORE
1 Mill Street, Orono
Paperbacks 1/2 Price
OPEN: Mon.-Fri. llam-5pm
Sat. 1 lam-4pm
********************************************** •
i 
•
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
*
*
: 
*
*
* Watches and jewelry of all typos. University of Maine, *
* •
*
* 
fraternity and sorority charms The gift you're looking for is at.. **
* *
* 1,
•
. D cAra, S5 e .Big enough to serve you, kI
• small enough to know you.“:
*
* 
e W ele41/41. 
I
* I
* I
• Main Street, Orono i
• i****************fr*********************•*******••*******1
****11r
CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS
Acoustic Research ARX13
With S1ure11191ID
List 184.95 Now 149.95
CE2004 ANI.MICam•ette
'It" I Was 119.95 Now 65.00
1lus Many Other
Great D2a1s On
These Famous lines
•Marantz •TDK
•Dpicure *Shure
•Sony •Pickering
•Pioneer •Empire
•Benjamin Miracord
•Acoustic Research
Westgate 1VIall
905 Union St.
13angor, Maine
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Defeat Pitt, Penn State
Women volleyballers perform well at NE
Even though they acre facing some of
the toughest competition in the East. the
UMO Women's Volleyball team performed
admirabls at the New England Regionals
tournament held the weekend before
Thanksgiving break at the University of
Delaware.
The Maine women on the eonsulation
bracket in the tournament as the defeated
Twonson College of Maryland.
In all, the team played six matches and
won four of them. The four victories were
registered against the Unisersity of
Pittsburg. Penn State. and Westfield
College. while UMO lost to. Southern
Connecticut and Springfield College.
"lam really proud of all the girls. They.
tri.• •*t.
6. • a•
..‘•%t
played vers consistently and put on a great
show.- indicated coach Janet Anderson.
Coach Anderson picked out Pat
Hamilton and senior co-captaions Deb
Westman and Ann Mountford as the top
individual performers for UMO.
'It is really hard to pick out individuals
because esersone plased so well. But Pat
Hamilton made some sery .good serves
which caused .1 lot of trouble for our
oppenents. She was very agressise...
Anderson commented.
The UMO coach indicated that the fine
performance surprised her somewhat due
to the ease which the UMO women won
their State Tournament and the
comparatise experience and number of
•1`. art' :•".•
•••
Christmas
Greens
Wreathes, Center Pieces,
and Kissing Rings
ts,
•
: l•
3.>
India prints. Kitchen items.
Handmade pottery Imported Clothing.
LeCreuset Cookware, Wooden Toys,
Sabatiere Cutlery.
open 9-5 Monday-Saturday
clalkibc fkrist
46 Main St., Orono
••1.
:•t
Even Scrooge
Would Smile
At The Great
Christmas Buys
At
The Bo' on Store
We have a great sele▪ ction of
*Cuffed pants
•Western shirts
'Denim shirts
'Belts— Hats
'Denim skirts
'Rugged jeans
•Bibed jeans
'Painter pants
866-2100
0 .:•••••••
ig Big largo ns .
OSTON
STORE
30-32 Main St Bangor
•Plaid wool shirts
•Leather vests
•Insulated pants
*Suede & Leather jackets
•Down & Downlook jackets
•Chambray shirts
•Straight leg dentms
'Brushed denims & corduroys
NEW: Levis Matching Outfits
Shirts. Pants. and Jeans all
color coordinated for a really sharp look
Owned by Iry Broder
UMO Class of '44 Remember the GALS are
welcome in our GUYS dept
games played by the opposition teams in
the Regionals.
"The trend is definitels tow ard
expansion in women's volleyball. We got a
number of invitations at the Regional meet
Regionals
to take part in more out of state
tournaments next year. Also. we will
probably he playing more Yankee
Conference competiton in the near
future.- coach Anderson explained.
Tracksters open season
tonight against Bates
The 1474-'5 Indoor Track season will get
ott to an interesting start tonight as Maine
hosts the alw ass tough Bates Bobcats.
Bates should prose to he a tough
opponent in the season's opener. The
Bobcats are very strong in the mile and two
mile with two freshman stars Tom Leonard
and Paul Oparowski. Leonard finished
second to Maine's Gerry Laflamme in this
fall', Maine Invitational Cross-country
meet.
Other top individuals for th visiting
Bobs at.. will he Chris laslor in the 1.000.
Ion Wells in the pole %atilt. Bill Bardaglio
in the high jump and Bob Cedrone in the
weight es ents.
1 he Bears appear very solid in the high
iump wiht Eric Lammi and Stew Leathe.
Lammi is the current record-holder for the
high jump indoors as he cleared A-b' 2. • last
season. while Leathe has cleared b-ti' 6"
 .
Other top performers include captain
Bob Van Peursem in the n(X) and relas.
Gerry Laflamme in the mile and two mile.
Colin Cimptsell in the two mile. Harold
Jordan in the pole sault. Leo Collette in the
hurdles. Pieter Elmendorf in the shot and
Randy Beaulieu in the 35-pound weight.
Last year Maine won the State Series
meet bs defeating second place Bates
39-46',2 at Bates.
Tonight's meet is scheduled to begin at
ft: 30 in the UMO fieldhouse.
the remainder of the indoor schedule looks
like this:
Dec. 14-at New Hampshire
Jan. 18--Colbs
25--at Vermont
Feb. 1 --Hars ard
8--Maine Ins national
15--YC at Rhode Island
22--at New England%
Swimmers ,wrestlers
see weekend action
The Maine swim team, fresh from an
opening -4.33 win o% er Neu Brunswick.
will be las ored oser the Rhode Island Rams
in tomorrow 's 2 p.m meet at Stanles
Wallace Pool.
Coach Alan Swami', Bears got
record -breaking performances from Tim
Babcock in the 1.000 freest Jas
Donos an in the 2(X) sand backstroke and
Kiss Warren in the three meter doing.
Maine won all but two events and
appears to base more depth than last
scar's club which finished second in the
ankee Conference
And Wrestling coach Paul Ssovell will
take his young team to Connecticut for
their first meet of the sear against 1 ( inn.
Amherst and Bou (loin
W.C. Weatherbee's
189 State St.
Bangor, Maine
945-6551
4,6 4,4,44 4 0 4 0 4 0 0 * * 0 0 0 0la ea 6%) CAI GU CA, G%, 4.0 J61) 6.14 CA, CA, vs) *st (AP 60 GU 60 gAa •a c'a
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Ear r_Qiu: Christmas
 
Gifts
44,4,6
a GU G•0
Largest Selection in:
Art Supplies
Candle Supplies
Decoupage Supplies
Custom Framing
Glass Staining
Bottle Cutters
40 0004 0 6446 Pi A Al ftV. GU 6.0 ce.) 6.0 c•e r,•6 u t. CAD 4%, 4.0 Vob "0 CAP Ve
SPECIAL-
25% Discount on Craft Kits
•Decoupage •Whimsey Dip
•Candle •Resin Casting
•Glass Stain •Lamp shades
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Orienteering Club only one of three in New England
new breed of country athlete is actiYe
in 3 spot that tests soccd. naeigatkm and
initiative at l'MO.
20-member Orienteering Club.
sponsored by the universitv•s ROTC
detachment, begins its second year as one
of only three such groups in the New
Fnlgand area. They are called "orien-
leers- and orienteering is the pyor man's
car rally where one person drib es.
na%igates. and provides the power output.
Verb popular in Scandinaelan countries.
orienteering requires the use of a compass.
a map. and a strong pair of legs to nasigate
from one defined point tit anouther. usually
over rough terrain.
Two types of orienteering uYernts arc
cross-coutor and score. In cross-country
eyents each orienteer locates fise or six
control points imarkers that are clearly
isiblei in a designated order. When in
meet competition, the best time wins.
beginnning in staggered starts of
one-minute intervals. Score consists of 25
to 30 control points where the orienteer
determines his own sequence and route.
The winner is the person who locates the
most control points in the allotted time
Mike Milner. a tumor from Dover-Fos-
croft, is the club president and tells why he
enjoys the new sport.
"Orienteering is great if you love to hike
and participate in outdoor sports. It is an
inexpensive sport and the competition adds
a challenge "
' you intend to compete you have to be
in good shape to get from one location to
another as quick's as possible. But
whenever NC set up a meet. we always
arrange for two groups to participate. one
group wanting to compete and another
preferring to go through the course at their
awn pace. This is called wayfaring... he
adds.
The club is open to any student. facultv
or staff member at UMO and is financially
super% ised bY the uni‘crsity's ROTC
detachment similar to its other non-de-
partmental programs. namely the Ranger
Club and UMW% varsity rifle team. NearlY
one-third of the members are ROTC cadets
and there are flee omen orienteers this
%ear.
• •We also schedule map reading courses
and have taught several groups of Boy
Scouts. Bin l Scouts, and Cub Scouts to use
UMO in contention
for Keaney Trophy
Spearheaded by a tie for the football
championship. UMO has % aulted to a quick
start in the annual battle for the Keaney.
Trophy. the symbol of athletic supremacy
within the' Yankee Conference.
The Bears showing in the fall sports was
impressiye this year with Maine
concluding that season in third place or the
trophy with 13 points. Leading the
cnference in trophy points is liMass with
19' r. followed by UConn with 15' I.
Behind the Bears are Vermont with 12.
Rhode Island with 91/2. New Hampshire
with 9 and Boston University with 51/1
points.
Points are awarded based on the order of
finish w 'thin the league and arc spread
from seven for first place finish to one for a
last place finish. Maine picked up 61/i
crms-country and 2',1 points for a fifth
football, got four points for a fourth in
cross-country and 21'2 points for a silt*
place tit' in SOCCeir.
The trophy was established 12 years ago
by the University of Rhode Island in honor
of thier distinguished basketball coach,
Frank W. Keancv. Maine has won the
trophy once and placed second once since
that time.
tr Ethan Allen
Floor
Clocks..
1s nut Ina! you
find a truly magn,ficent
gift at a savings That s
why you It be delighted
when yOu see our select
group of floor clocks
each a chP-shed addition
to any decorating scheme
and now specialty priced
for the holiday season
..iffsestcan
S449.50
. Special values
on time for
the holidays
$508
faces ;
chimes ano . •
Here is a very special gin that will
goon giving pieasure
hour after hour 'very
:
Phan.% iiett(iiiilka
I 
al. 
som I FRIEDMAN I I
Li I. mg m 
FURNITURE
INTERIORS
586 NitAIN ST BANGOR
the compass.** points out Milner. "Groups
like the Sierra Club and Ranger Club have
sho%n a great deal of interest in our
program.- he concludes.
While most meets are run on foot.
orienteering can be enjoyed during the win
ter months on cross-country skiis or
snow shoes.
). PESARITS
.„ •
iv • CURT and MARY HIRSCH
154 Perk Street
Olono Moine 04473
FREE DELIVERY IN ORONO
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS
OPEN EVERY EVENING
866-4918
AT 8 COI
A Macrame cord & crochet yarn
in all the colours of the rainbow
Raleigh G.A. Beaton
Bicycle Hardware
Dealer Mill St., Orono47.:6!:!:::•%,:moz..*****ms:totoonotoc400004.:.:.:.):.x.:.:.:-:.:.x.c.:0:;::,:50we:.*), •
at STANDARD...
MAN AND HIS FEET
Subject: Strappy or Cappy
A. Fully lined
B. Genuine Suede uppers
C. Rubber vulcanized soles
D. Sizes 7 to 12
E. Fitted by Standard's
experts
STRAPPY
Both Boots
in Antelope Brown
18.99
Conclusion: --
GREAT VALUE.
1. Must try on a pair today.
OPEN EVERY NIGHT Ill CHRISTMAS FREE GIFT WRAPPING
40.••
tv*"
t r
CAPPY
STANDARD SHOES
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • AIRPORT MALL • BROADWAY
PRESOUE ISLE • WATERVILLE
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HANSON'S
395 South Main Street
• Brewer •
"The most complete ski shop
in Eastern Maine"
*Skis
•Ski Equipment
'Ski Clothing
'Cross Country Equipment
'Back Packing
& Hiking Equipment
'Complete Line of Unique Ski
& Eqt.ict-ian Gifts
HANSON'S
TEI. 989-7250
tHolida‘ Pet Extrafr:l nza
$50"
 
OFF
ALL PUPPIES WITH THIS AD
(Offer Good Thru 12/15
AQUARIUM
SPECIAL!
10 gallon 5.99
15 gallon 8.99
20 gallon 14.99
Fish 'ale
it
OVER 100 VARIETIES
TO CHOOSE FROM!
AIRPORT MALL 945-9444
Pet Palace
THERE IS FINALLY A PLACE IN
OLD TOWN FOR ALL YOU
LEE & LEVIS LOVERS
LEE & LEVIS'
FOR GUYS and GALS!
COME ON IN & SEE US — STILLWATER AVE.
RIGHT ACROSS FROM McDONALD'S
A complete shop of jeans, pants, belts,
jackets, shirts & everything else!
MON.-SAT.-10AM- 9 PM SUNDAYS 12 PM-S PM
We accept Bonk Amerlrard—Most far Charrp—Americ" Expressand Sleepiors Chew Cord.
Leggett named to All-YC
defensive grid squad
When Jack Leggett of South Burlington.
Vt.. was asked why he decided to attend
UMO he answered that he was looking for
a school where he could play two varsity
sports.
Jack not only has fulfilled that desire at
UMO. but has exceeded even his own most
optimistic dreams. This week he was
named to the first defensive team
All-Yankee Conference as a cornerback in
football and become perhaps the first
plaser in Maine history. to be named to the
first All-Conference teams in two different
sports in the same year.
this sprtng I eggen was selected as the
Main St. Mazda
Chriornas
4o together because they are
giving away Christmas presents
to everyone who visits them.
also with every New or Used
Car, a Wrapup deal of free
sno-tires Hm-m-m-m-m
632 Main St Bangor
A division of Kelley Pontiac)
first team second baseman on the
All-Yankee Conference baseball team as he
batted .386 and drose in I runs for th
Black Bears.
As a defensive rover back for the Bears
this fall Leggett was creditied with 49
unassisted tackles. 26 assists on tackles.
three pass deflections. one interception
and three fumble recoveries. He was
named to the E.C.A.C. Weekly Honor Roll
for Disision Two teams for his play against
UConn in a 7-0 Maine win and is a strong
candidate for All-New England honors.
In addition to his defensive prowess.
Leggett was the clubs second leading
scorer with 14 placements and four field
goals for 26 points, using his strong
soccer-style booting ability.
A number of matne athletes in the past
have been selected All Conference
in more than one sport. but a search of
modern records fails to reveal any Mho did
it in the same year. Dick DeVarney. now an
assist ant football coach at UMO. was
named All-Conference in baseball in 1 4 4
and in football in 19(15. Wayne Champeon
'.as All-Conference in football in 1958 and
second team All-Conference in basketball
the same year.
Maine's other YC %elections in football
this year were Junior offensive tackle Rich
Unterstem. and sophomore linebacker
kott Shulman.
Named second tcam All-Conference
selections v.cre sophomore quarterback
Jack Cosgrove and sophomore halfback
Mark DeGregork).
The Bears shared the conference title
this season with l'Mass as each posted a
4-2 mark on league pla.
_1(/7 ..1•/('f 'r
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FURNITURE
1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 !
MAINE'S LARGEST
FURNITURE STORE
•
kosr-y..
614 Broadway, Bangor
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GIVE BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS
Alistair
Cooke's
A
M
E
R
I
C
A
All the special flavor that distinguishes Alistair Cooke's resoundingly
acclaimed 13-part television series on the history of America - all the richnes-
wit . knowledge, home truths. and affection born of a 40-year love affair with
Pus adopted country - informs his magnificent new book Expanding his
narrative and choosing 140 pages of pictures, most in full color - the best us
the television film itself and the best from historical collections all over the
country - he has given us an incomparable Cooke's tour of the American past
a uniquely fresh and human portrait of ourselves as we were and are
S15.95
COMMAND OF THE SEA
THE HISTORY AND STRATEGY OF MARITIME EMPIRES
A New Book
by
Clark G. Reynolds
[Prof. of History
at UMO]
Beginning with the first recorded fleets of ancient Egypt and the Minuans.
and reaching forward as far as a hypothetical thermonuclear World War III.
this solid, historical work examines all navies in their special geographical
and historical space and time frames. It is the first comprehensive, analytical
-.1,rvey of the great maritime states throughout history. It's also a study in
:epth of naval strategy with original theories of naval warfare and the impact
of seafaring on the policies and cultures of nations. This work is a major
contribution to naval history, and is fundamental for thehistorian or
professional naval officer 13 pages of maps. Bibliog Index.
S15.00
A
Announcing: The Most Important
Gardening Tool Since the Spade.
1
GA R. DEN ER'S
CATA IA)( jUE
A Complete Compendium
of Sources
and information
for Indoor and Outdoor
Gardening
by Tom Riker, Harvey Rottenberg,
and Doris Dynamite
Never before has this much gardening information been compiled between
the covers of one book I Here is a basic book of gardening that also lists
what's for free, who sells what where, seeds, bulbs, plants, tools. terrariums
and hard-to-find specialties Profusely illustrated on every page with
everything from simple how-to drawings to rarely seen antique botanical
illustrations and ads For quick access to sources and techniques, and how to
get the most for your money, THE GbAftpENER'S CATALOGUE is the long
awaited multi-regional source book for all types of gardening.
A Whole Earth Catalog of gardening.
Fills the information gap
Thousands of illustrations.
Fast reference through complete index and table of contents
101 4'• x 14 "format, 320 pages $6.95
Non-Fiction
256 pages. 81/2" X 11"
64 pages of color photos
$17.50 to 12/31/74 120 after date
The
College
Game
Special Photography by
Malcolm Emmons
A beautiful book—the legends.
the color, the rivalries. the
All-Americans-256 pages of nos-
talgia and action in rich photo-
graphs and stirring text—ending
with a 100-year chronology of
highlights of college football's
history A celebration of the sport
that has captivated fans for a
hundred years Hundreds of
photographs and 64 pages of full
color back up a text that covers the
sport by regions from its beginnings
to the present
0
Other Gift Suggestions
•Samuel Eliot Morison—European Discovery of America
*James Michener—Centennial iFiction
*Joseph Heller—Something Happened (Fiction)
•Sybille Bedford —Aldous Huxley: A Biography
'Charles Pratt—Here on the Island (Maine)
'James Herrolt—All Things Bright and Beautiful
•Robert Lorayne—The Memory Book
•Jim Bishop—FDR's Last Year (Biography)
'Time/Life—Best of Life
•S. Brand—Updated Last whole Earth Catalog (Reference
*Carlos Castenada--Tales of Power
FROM THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Cagers clobber Bowdoin in season's opener 103-62
by Tom Based'
This season's LIMO basketball team is
supposed to be built around its guards and
Mr; prediction held true to form last night
as Ste.e Condon and his backcourt
companion Dan Reilly sparked Maine to an
easy 103-62 win over Bowdoin in "the Pit.••
The Bears took charge from the
beginning as they jumped to a 26-8 lead
behind the shooting and ballhandling of
Condon and Reilly: and some key plays
underneath by forwards Tom Burns and
Bob Warner who had complete control of
Sports I
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Christmas Cards
Decorations
Party Supplies
Candles
Gifts
Posters
Stationer.
SIIOP nertY C6t,
•
Picture & Gift Shop
23 Main St
Downtown Bangor
• — The Nicest Christmas Cards in Town"
atultnentietts fig
• ateoivS ‘at.o.6
mill street. orono
Specializing in: Jazz, Blues,
Blue Grass, Country', Old Timely.,
• 
LARGEST
- Used Instruments Sales & Exchange
- STRINGS, PICKS, And CAPOS Too!
ROTO SOUND—Bass Guitar Strings
• SAVAREZ AND LABELLA Classic Guitar
ROCK SELECTION
IN THE AREA
1 Strings I . Ism 1 MMI 1.110=11 11•111101'111111111111111111•11111111111MIUMI IIIIIIMINIaas
the boards.
Condon, who is 6-4. utilized his height
advantage to take the smaller Bowdoin
guards underneath where he could take
better percentage shots. The Presque Isle
natke was the games leading scorer along
w ith Bob Warner with 18 points.
Dan Reilly, who could be the best pure
shooter on the club, showed that he is
probably the most improved player on the
team as he added 14 points to the Black
Bear cause.
Forward Bob Warner picked up where
he left off last season when he was the
tenth best rebounder in the country.
Warner controlled the boards while scoring
18 points. He also intimidated the smaller
Bowdoin plavers on numerous defensive
plays. Warner needs just 97 more
rebounds to become the all time leading
rehounder in UMO basketball history.
Coach Chappellc rested his starters
during most of the second half in order to
give his bench some muyh needed playing
time Standouts off the bench included
guard Mike Poplawsky and forward Steve
Fitzpatrick who scored 13 and 12 points
respectively .
The Polar Bears yyere led by Tim Casey
and Greg Fasulo yy he scored 12 points
each. while Vic Fields added ten to the
Polar Bear cause.
The Bears will get their first taste of
Yankee Conference action this Tuesday
night when they travel to Boston Uniyersity
for their first real test of the season.
Maine's next home game will he next
Thursday night when they take on the New
Hampshire Wildcats.
In the preliminary game the Maine
freshmen defeated the Bowdoin frosh
K4-68.
After a close first half the Bearcubs
utilized their height adyantage to pull
awaY Maine was paced by Lou Hinckley
who scored 23 points. John Virtello had lb
and Jim Klein added 11.
Summary:
Maine (103) Condon 8(2); Warner 6(6):
Reilly 6(2); Poplawsky 4(5): Fitzpatrick
4141; Burns 5: Gerrity 2(2); Annunziata 1:
Leonard (2): Gavett.
Bowdoin(62) Casey 6: Fields 442); Fasulo
444); Goodwin 341); Demont I (3); Mills
1(2); Vogt 2: Alexander 1(1); Lee 1;
Thalheimer (2); Holmes (1).
Bob Warner (521
MERRY CHRISTMAS
from
TC'S
Main St., Orono
Daily luncheon
specials
Open 11Am - 1Am, Mon. - Sat.
4,4
Oil Sets
Water Colors
Pastel Sets
Acrylic Sets
ART SUPPLIES
DISTINCTIVE HOLIDAY GIFTS
Easels
-Sketch Boles
Batik Sets • Books
D'Arches Blocks • Brushes
WOOD CARVING TOOLS
Blank Greeting Cards
Silk Screen Supplies
Complete Selection
Block Printing Supplies
CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMING
GIFT CERTIFICATES
Always a welcome gift
OPEN SAT
TIE NOON
PENOBSCOT PAINT PRODUCTS CO.191 EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR
Bangor's Largest Art Supply Store
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DEXTER SHOE FACTORY OUTLETS
BRING BACK THEIR FAMOUS
2 FOR 1 SALE
PUY ONE PAIR OF SHOES
GET ANOTHER PAIR
FREE
THOUSANDS OF ADDITIONAL PAIRS SELECTED FOR THIS SALE
Sale Began Nov. 25th
AT ALL 17 DEXTER SHOE FACTORY OUTLETS
'BANGOR 419 Main st.
BRUNSWICK - Rte 24 Old Bath rd.
CALAIS Ma' r% st
•CAMDEN Camden Market Place
DEXTER Water st
'ELLSWORTH: Rte 3 Bar Hbr. Rd.
'LEWISTON 1035 Lisbon st
LINCOLN - Lee Street Rte 6
FROM A NEVI • ND
LARGE SEL/CTION
OF STYLES!
MADAWASKA: Valley Shopping Paza
N. WINDHAM Shopping Ctr
• PORTLAND: 334 Forest Ave
• PRESQUE ISLE 319 Main st
•SACO, Portland rd Rte 1
SANFORD. Mid Town Mall
•WELLS- Wells Shopping Ctr
•SKOWHEGAN: Jcn. Rtes 2 & 201
WESTBROOK: 210 Main st
' Open Sunday
ft Allcot
Tune—up Special
reg 24 50
SPECIAL PRICE
19.00
Boy'
INCLUDES: plugs, points, condenser,
set timing. check dwell, & labor
18 cyl. cars $4 morel
SELF-SERVICE GAS ,
47.9 gallon
GOOD GULF
'tuned cars get better mileage"
John's Gulf
399 Main St.
Bangor
947-8525
010 TOWN • S. II.ote. A.e •
Dec 6, 1974
pnl P'cuo
OLD TOWN • Lfillgeete. A•e • Omni Here
Warning
this film
is the Goriest.
Bkk'diesT thing we
has c escr screened
DAILY 740 AOAK/
"***!FASCINATING.
IT'S EXCELLENT!"
Htl
SUCK NIGHT MON., TUE *ED THUR.
24 Hr Tel 827 3850
DAILY 7 MY. 9 00
"THE
'TEXAS
CHAINSAW
1MASSACRE"
Who WM survivtand what NI De lett at them?
moo • At Stalwart., A e EEO I 95
to the Univer tot Molt
DAILY 7 0019 900
Now in it's ,rd fabulous week.
Ft
24 Mc lei 2; 721
.<••••
*so \\V-
‘,Ns%
oz." •k
s••okt\o-
Robert Newall
Revie.ser
Bangor DWI% Nk
.NARMIIINA. GERMANY
1103
The dreaded ODESSA
dery beget; en ex_ .-i.toe
Orme ammo; ewe
• Ma ri or UK
From the smash suspense novel of the year.
SUCK NIGHT MON.. TUE. wio.. THUR.
WARM'S
ALL PURPOSE
RECREATIONAL SUITS
Used For
Swimming
Track
Jogging
Bicycling
Snowmobiling
Tennis
Gymnastics
White Stag
• • Speedo"
Also
Andia
and
Dolt in
All warm up jackets have full length
nylon zippers. raglan sleeves.
elastic around the back of the
jacket. and self material collar that
forms a turtleneck All warm up
pants are slim tapered, elastic
wastebands. nylon zippers at
ankles
Tank Suits
See our large selection for
men, women. boys. girls
Also
Swim bags. Towels, Eye goggles
_
$20"
100% Nylon
Red - Navy
Electric Blue
—41
$2600
100% Nylon
Stripes on
Pants & sleeves
Maroon - Powder Blue
Red - Navy - Royal Blue
Both styles sizes XS to XL
Men's Nylon Boxer Shorts
Sizes XS to
XXXLarge f
S6.50 -$7.50
Swim Shop
72 Columbia St
Bangor
Tel. 945-9813
144 High St.
Portland
Tel. 774-2827
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McNeil accepts California education position
McNeil will be in California next Monday
when the full commission votes on whether
or not to name him to the post. Speculation
is high that the job is already his. however.
McNeil ha% been in the running for the
position for at least six months. A
aimmission search committee has been
seeking a director for the new post for nine
months.
According to William Trombley. an
education writer for the Los Angeles Times
who has been in contact with "the most
influential members" of the education
,ommission, commission members have
not as yet expressed any. opposition to
appointing McNeil to the director's post.
He added not all of the commission
members have met McNeil, however.
•
_Alio" •
•
Well-Built
Salk Holm, special assistant to the
chancellor who released the statement last
night confirming McNeil's acceptance of
the job offer, said he originally had not
planned to come out with an offieal
statement confirming his acceptance until
next week. Apparently the chancellor had
planned to wait until after the final vote of
the commission this Monday before
releasing a statement.
How ey er. speculation that McNeil had
submitted his resignation as chancellor of
the UM system during a closed meeting
with the trustees in Farmington on
Wednesday. coupled with a story which
appeared in the Sacramento Bee Thursday
afternoon citing McNeil as the director of
the California commission, forced the
chancellor to come out with his statement.
s
• •.
The residents of Stodder Hall decided to put their
artistic talents to good ,use this week by building a
snowman in front of the dorm. Standing sercn feet
high, the sculpture also put to use some waste
bottles, as seen in the photo. ward photo
Bailey wants student voice
in collective bargaining
Collective bargaining for faculty
members will be the topic of a closed
meeting. involy ing university administra-
tors. student leaders and faculty
representatives, scheduled to be held
Monday. Dec. 9.
At present. virtually all university
employes. except the faculty and
administration, are represented in some
manner in their dealings with the
administration. If the faculty were to win
the right to bargain collectively. they would
be able to appoint a group to represent
their interests before the administration
Jeanne Bailey. UMO student govern-
ment president. initiated the meeting
because she believes "students have the
right to participate and be heard. The
purpose of this meeting is to make us
aware of each other's feeling toward
collective bargaining," Bailey said. "I
think we'd all benefit by knowing where
each group stands.
"This could affect not only tuition. hut
also classroom space. workload, tenure and
availability of research monies. Faculty in
other universities have used their contract
as a right to strike. This right directly
affects students." Bailey said, adding
students have had to use court injunctions
in order to break the strikes.
The student government president
contended, however, the meeting should
remain closed.
"The average student doesn't know.
anything about collective bargaining." she
said.
According to her, there's a lot of strong
sentiment against student involvement in
faculty collective bargaining.
"Faculty leaders are pushing for a very
*Faculty* we page 11
Earlier today, the chancellor's office
denied McNeil submitted his resignation.
as did several trustees. Board chairman
Jean Sampson denied he submitted his
resignation, as did trustees Lawrence
Cutler and Susan Kominsky. However,
board members Cynthia Believeau and
Francis Brown would neither confirm or
deny the rumors that McNeil had
submitted his resignation, and would make
no other comment.
Informed sources close to the trustees
and the chancellor insisted Thursday
McNeil did submit a resignation, and said
the closed meeting focused on the
chancellor's job status, suggesting that a
formal written resignation is the only
missing technicality.
High university administration officials
as well as board members told the Campus
Thursday prior to the issued statement
from the chancellor's office acknowledging
McNeil's acceptance of the job offer, that a
statement would be forthcoming from his
office early next week.
McNeil's visit to California Monday will
be his fourth in reference to the
directorship of the Post-Secondary
Education,Commission.On Friday. Nov. 22.
he travelled to that state to discuss the job
offer at the invitation of state officials.
McNeil also travelled to C.difornia earlier
in November.
Last May speculation was running high
that he had applied for the presidency of
the University of Hawaii after he travelled
to Hawaii. That journey also included a
stop in Lis Angeles.
Student senate resolution
details access
the General Student Senate wrestled
with the problem of student access to
personal files Tuesday night and passed a
lengthy resolution calling for guidelines to
be followed hy the various offices on
campus in permitting access.
The resolution, sponsored by vice-presi-
dent Mark Hopkins. passed with only one
opponent and two abstentions.
Hopkins meticulously read through the
two-and-a-half page resolution, explaining
in detail what it would mean to students.
**The resolution is definitly provocative.
that's the purpose.•• he explained.
''Thuort'ticaltv we have the power to
enforce it." claimed Hopkins.
Most senators believed the resolution
was needed to counteract the chancellor's
direction to all university officers to delay
any. request for access to student files for
the full 45 days allowed by law.
The resolution requires a written valid
reason to be given by any office upon
receipt of a student's request for access to
his file if compliance with the request for
his file cannot be made within ten business
days. At no time, the resolution states.
may a university employt.• delete, destroy
or remove any records or files pertaining to
a student.
One of the more controversial items
provides that when an office at the
unk ersity receives information regarding a
guidelines
student, that office must notify the
student. Many senators objected to this
clause, claiming it would be impossible for
ever s office to send out a written
notification each time it receives such
information.
Section four of the resolution states that
when an office or agency receives a request
for file access, the office must present the
student with a written receipt containing
information including the originating
office, the date of request. and the-
signature of a responsible person within
that office.
Senator Robert Small brought up the fact
that the resolution did not address itself to
the problem of the waiver clause at the
bottom of admission applications.
"Is the law retroactive or is the waiver
still good? I think there should be
something in this resolution about this,"
he said.
Even though he disagreed with the
proposal on this point, Small recommended
the resolution be passed unanimously.
"As far as we can tell," said Jeanne
Bailey.  senate president. "the waiver is
illegal as it now reads."
The resolution will become effective
Dec. 13 and copies will be sent to the
chancellor, the members of the Board of
Trustees, President Howard R. Neville,
and all affected university officials.
Trustees okay new program,
discuss federal access law
The UM Board of Trustees approved a
new three-year degree program in public
administration for the Augusta campus,
accepted the resignation of trustee Stephen
T. Hughes, and discussed the new federal
student access law and the implications of
collective bargaining for the university.
employes at a meeting held Wednesday. at
Farmington.
The new B.S. degree in public
administration was projected to cost
roughly $50,000 over the next five years.
with an enrollment of 20 to 50 students.
UMA president Lloyd Jewett assured the
trustees the new program would not
interfere with the public administration
program at UMO, explaining it will focus
on state government, while the UMO
program is geared primarily- to municipal
government.
Carroll McGary . state commissioner of
Education, cited an urgent need for such a
program in the Augusta area, claiming the
course would satisfy the training needs of
those state management personnel not
already holding bachelor's degrees.
Prof. Eugene Mawhinney, chairman of
UMO's political science department.
declined to comment on the new program's
impact on UMO's program. He did,
however, note that Orono will continue to
coordinate the granting of master's
degrees in public administration at the
Augusta campus.
Earlier at the meeting. Chancellor
McNeil told the trustees the university will
adhere to the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act---the so-called Buckley
amendment—which grants students the
right of access to their files within 45 days
of a request. In spite of a UMO General
Student Senate a resolution calling for
release of the information within 10 days
(see above story) McNeil said students
will not be given access to their records
until a full 45 days after their request.
,A failure of the university to comply with
the new law would result in a cut-off of any
or all federal funding.
In other business, the trustees heard a
report from the ad hoc committee on
collective bargaining, chaired by trustee
Kenneth Ramage. No definitive position
was taken by the trustees after hearing the
report. and UMO president Howard R.
*McNeil* sot Palle I°
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The need to understand collective bargaining
Bright and early next Monday morning three
or four UMO students will sit down and discuss,
the student role in collective bargaining. These
students will meet with UMO faculty and
administration representatives, a member of the
board of trustees, and labor spokesmen.
Any other individuals Who might be interested
in the meeting and could perhaps contribute to
the discussion cannot sit in on the session—the
meeting is closed.Jeanne Bailey, president of the
UMO student government and organizer of the
session reasoned the discussion might not be as
open if too many people are there. In other
words, those representing faculty
administration, labor and trustees won't talk if
too many ears are open. Maybe she's right, but
we don't think so.
The other major reason for shutting the doors is
that "the average student doesn't know anything
about collective bargaining," and obviously
would have nothing to contribute to the meeting.
The latter argument fizzles out immediately.
We agree students don't know enough about
collective bargaining, and in most instances
perhaps know nothing. It is especially important
they begin to educate themselves now, as the
faculty here is moving towards this end. Even
most faculty members are painfully unaware of
all the implications of a collective bargaining
situation which pits them as labor against the
university as the management. Those faculty
members involved in writing up the draft
legislation which has been sent around to all
faculty members here have ahead of them a
monumental task of educating faculty insofar as
just what collective bargaining is, if the
legislature passes enabling legislation this year
allowing faculty to bargain collectively. And the
general consensus is that those in Augusta will
pass the legislation.
Students are doubly ignorant of collective
bargaining, and Bailey's move in closing
Monday's meeting isn't abetting that situation
any. We contend there are some students on
campus (unknown to her) just as knowledgable if
not more so about collective bargaining and why
students should be allowed some input into the
bargaining process. Monday morning should be
an informative and educational opportunity for
those students and faculty members who would
Like to participate. not a time for select
individuals to pass secrets and off-the-record
comments between each other. Those who aren't
interested in the issue wouldn't bother to attend
the meeting if it was open. especially at 8 a.m.
We hardly think she and the rest of the group
would be faced with a mob of students and
faculty anxious to sit in on the session. But there
would be a few and these people are being shut
out.
Why should students become involved in
collective bargaining? Basically because if the
 Ville& 4,s
Editorials
The senate's mailing list
We strongly support the content of Tuesday
night's senate resolution on the new federal
student access law. However, due to an
inordinate amount of ignorance or bungling for
both) on the part of student senate leaders, the
trustees meeting in Farmington Wednesday
never got wind of the resolution, except maybe
by hearsay.
The resolution says copies of the resolution
will be mailed to the chancellor, the trustees, and
whomever else the senate officials deem
necessary, but the resolution would have had the
greatest impact if it had been presented to the
trustees Wednesday in person. Senate leaders
should have learned by now the only way to gain
the trustees' attention is to act agressively.
Putting them on the senate's mailing list is
hardly aggressive.
Presumably, the resolution was not rushed
through the senate in an attempt to get it before
the trustees on the next day. We are aware of the
difficulties involved with getting an item on the
trustees' agenda. or even obtaining speaking
privileges at their meetings. Yet it seems to us
that either the senate president Jeanne Bailey or
vice president. Mark Hopkins. (or. for that
matter, anyone from the senate) could have
attended the trustee meeting. But they didn't.
As it happened. Chancellor McNeil paid no
lipservice to the senate's wishes but simply
reiterated his previously declaration to the
trustees that UM students who request to see
their confidential files will be held off for the 45
day grace period allowed by the law.
We believe the senate resolution, which calls
for a maximum waiting period of ten business
days or written notification from the office
involved explaining why the records can't
be released in this time period, is more in tune
ith the intent of the law than McNeil's policy.
The law was meant to grant access, not put it off,
and the 45 day waiting period is simply a device
making the law easier for college bureaucracies
to handle. it was a polite gesture on the part of
Conirress hut was clearly meant to define the
parameters of a grace period, not to set the exact
number of days to be adopted by every college
office. We can think of no reason, short of a
virtual swamping of administrative offices with
record requests. necessitating a month and a half
wait to pull a student's file.
Although there have been no indications that
the University of Maine plans to destroy or
confiscate its student files en masse, the danger
is always there that in a few discrete cases.
portions of a student's records which might be
considered sensitive could be "lost. The
adoption of the senate's resolution by the
trustees would have helped to eliminate this
possibility.
Ironically, senate vice president Mark
Hopkins, who sponsored the resolution, claimed
it was meant to be "provocative-, and even
suggested the senate had the power to enforce it.
If the senate was trying to provoke the trustees
into adopting such a move, they could have at
least told President Neville about the resolution,
and made sure he had a copy of it before he went
to Farmington. As of Thursday. Neville knew
about the resolution, but had not seen it. He said
he sees senate resolutions in the type-written
minutes sent to him through the mail.
It boils down to a lack of communication
between the senate, the president. and the
trustees—and the brunt of the blame for this is to
be placed on the senate's lack of initiative.
Resolutions are pointless if the people they're
aimed at aren't even made aware of them.
law does pass and the faculty vote in favor of
collective bargaining, students will be the only
ones without an effective means of having their
demands and interests represented. The faculty
and administration will be negotiating, besides
salary increases and fringe benefits, such things
as class size, academic freedom,, curriculum,
faculty-student ratios, and budgets. And these
are issues which obviously directly affect and
involve students. If students are not included in
the collective bargaining process with some voice
at the bargaining table, they will be forced to
abide by the decisions of the administrators and
faculty. The student senate and any resolutions
they pass opposing contracts which come out of
the negotiating sessions aren't going to affect
these contracted decisions.
We contend it isn't necessary to be an employe
to enjoy the rights and protections that a
negotiated contract provides. Students need to
be aware now, before collective bargaining is
adopted here, that any salary increases obtained
by the faculty could very well come out of their
pockets via higher tuition rates.
If the faculty obtains the right to strike, such
strikes, in the event one should ever occur hert,
would interrupt our education. Faculty members
at eight New Jersey state colleges recently went
on strike over salary increases. In such a
situation, how is the student compensated for the
lost class time, both academically and
financially? Prolonged faculty strikes could alter
students' academic timetables. Most of us can't
afford to take an extended vacation in the middle
of the semester while the faculty fights it out
with the administration.
Student-faculty grievance procedures. student
evaluations of faculty. grading policies and
student fees are just a few of the other issues
concerning students into which they now have no
effective input. The Council of Colleges sets
grading policies here. The student fee figure
somehow appears on the tuition bill each
semester, but most have no idea as to how that
figure is arrived at. And faculty members aren't
the only ones concerned about class size and
academic freedom.
We seriously doubt how drastically the
presence of a few more individuals would alter
what will be said during the meeting. The
student's role in collective bargaining is not a top
secret issue, and surely no one is so paranoid or
possesses such outrageous views that he or she
can only express them in a secure and controlled
atmosphere. When the trustees came to Orono
last month and sat down with about 15 students
!another select group) Ken Ramage,
a member of the board who will also be present
at Monday's meeting. came out with the some
statements vehemently opposing the rights of
students to he involved in the collective
bargaining process, but he didn't shy away from
expressing his ideas which met with student
disapproval.
Bailey is assuming a defensive attitude on the
part of some of the people who will attend
Monday's meeting, and if this is the case, the
best way to break down these defenses is to open
up as much as possible the lines of
communication and allow for the influx of
ideas and interests.There are those of us who
aren't convinced the student senate leaders can
most effectively voice student views.
We realize Bailey has the right to call a closed
meeting. since she initiated the meeting. And we
do think she is on the right track insofar as
getting students together with other established
interest groups. But closed meetings smell of
administrative and bureaucratic dealings which
deny students input into decision-making
processes.
Somewhere along the line the student
government president has lost sight of where her
interests lie, or at least should lie. She should be
promoting student interest and involvement in
collective bargaining, not curtailing it.
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(Letters to the editor\ Talmar tenants discouraged
Veterinary school needs vocal support
To the editor:
For the last two years there
have been no U.M.O. students
accepted to veterinary school.
There are only 19 veterinary
colleges in the country. They are
now accepting only in-state
residents or students from
states which hai.e contracted
Blood doners
deserve
recognition
lo the editor;
Several issues ago your paper
printed a technical error in the.
cutline of a photograph pic-
turing students donating blood
in the Union. The group is not
the Regional Blood Bank hut
rather the Red Cross from
Bangor. although the Regional
Blood Bank did conduct then:
formerly . I also wish that
mention had been made of the
student groups insolved in this
weekly blood donating project.
Service fraternity'. Alpha Phi
Omega and ser% ice sorority.
Gamma Sigma Sigma are the
dedicated student groups that
are responsible for planning
these blood drives and should
be recognized for their efforts.
Margaret R. Zubik
seats ith the college. The New
England Region has neither a
veterinary college nor contracts
with any of the existing
colleges. Something must be
done to give Maine students a
chance to attend veterinary
school.
When the Maine. New
Hampshire. Vermont. Rhode
Island. Massachusetts and
Connecticut legislatures meet in
January. there will be bills
presented for the creation of the
New England Regional College
of Veterinary Medicine. There
must be a regional effor to pass
these hills if Maine students
e% er hope to attend veterinary'
school.
The first step has already
been taken to enlist aid in active
support of the abo% e bill. On
November lb. 1974. there was
an organizational meeting in
Manchester. New Hampshire.
Twenty students from each of
the New England Land-Grant
Universities met with represen-
tatives of the New England
Board of Higher Education. It
was decided that with public
support these bills would be
passed.
We urge you to write to
Goy ernor-elect Longley and
representatives in the state
legislature yoicing your support
for a regional veterinary school.
We also urge you to attend
meetings dealing with the
establishment of the New
England Regional College of
Veterinary Medicine.
Writing in behalf of all
veterinary students here. I urge
you to write to Governor-elect
Longley voicing your support fro
a regional veterinary school. I
also urge you to attend meetings
dealing with the establishment
of the New England Regional
College of Veterinary Medicine.
Henry Admur
Housing
harmony
lacks hogs
To the editor:
In response to your front page
article concerning the canine
population of Talmar Wood. tv.0
comments: (1) This is hardly an
issue of burning interest to the
campus community. (2) The
tenants should consider keeping
pigs and chickens instead: this
would be quite in harmony with
the architecture of the place.
Phil Locke
•
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•
•
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STUDENTS
Remember—Remember—Remember
ALL LIBRARY BOOKS
ARE DUE
FRIDAY DECEMBER 31sti
Fall Semester Library Books
Are Due before you go
home for vacation.
All books not returned
by this date
will be subjected
to a penalty of $5 each.
Dr. MacCampbell
To the editor:
Recently there has been much
said about Talmar Wood in this
newspaper. The Tenants' Union
(Association of Talmar Tenants
Action Corps) of which I am the
present chairman, has been
working since September to
clarify some issues and conquer
some basic goals. I'm sorry to
admit we have not been able to
brag many accomplishments.
Over the summer months
(when our group was an
unofficial tenants' representa-
tion) we held meetings weekly
and listen to peoples' gripes.
problems, and ideas. By fall we
had devised a lengthy, explicit
questionnaire which we hand-
carried to all families. This
questionnaire enclosed all of our
problem issues.
In the matter of the pet issue.
0% er 92 per cent of the .58 per
cent completed questionaires
were returned stating "yes" on
the requested change of policy.
The conditions requested for
ownership of pets in Talmar
Wood are harsh. namely,
updated shots, registration of
dogs in the town of Orono.
abiding by leash laws of the
state, registration yearly at the
Talmar Wood office, plus a
limited number of pets per
family. Many of us are eyen
shilling to accept mandatory'
sterilization of animals as part of
the new rules. With such
prerequisites it is doubtful
there would ever be an
overabundance of animals here.
We are now in a limbo with no
apparent decision in sight.
Someone suggested another
questionaire requesting a
signature be issued. 1 for one
am not for this Mickey Mouse
work expected of us. plus I know
most people here would sign
nothing. Despite the way Mr.
Hasbrouck feels, many people
do fear the management and
will do nothing to jeopardize
their present habitation.
It was also felt by the
'bureaucracy' that returned
quest ionaires were necessary
tor a valid voted. Wow! How
many people would be out of
office and how many issues
would be undecided in this
country if such demands were
applied? Doesn't the right to
vote also entail the right to
abstain?
On two other issues our score
is also zero. Through contacts
with E.M..V.T.I. made by Skip
Ramsey we found we could save
half the cost of building trash
enclosures for Phase II. Another
dead end for us. Soon the
opportunity will be lost and
Phase II tenants will still have
the trash problem.
With the help of the School
Department of Orono we
devised a way of marking the
road off Park Street in Talmar
Wood as a safe area for children
to wait for the school bus. The
management agreed with this
plan. but never followed
through with marking the road.
Nov. the snow is here and the
children are still too close to a
very busy street.
I think the ultimate title for
this apparent game should be:
How to Discourage a Motivated
Tenants Union in One Easy
lesson'
Rosemary L. Swett
Maine Masque Theatre
PRESENTS
MiTtii6t1L
by Paddy Chayef sky
and
Eugene O'Neill
A double bill focus on the common man
DECEMBER 10-14
CURTAIN 8:15 PM
Tickets On Sale Hauck Auditorium Box Office
General Admission $2.00 U of M Students $1.50
Tel. 581-7557—Box Office Open 11 to 2
"mani0111111111011amigauv...
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Money vs. mystique women's roles chanp as
"Woman"--what image does that word bring to
mind? A few decades ago marriage and
motherhood might have been typically envisioned.
But in the late 1960's women, following the
trail-blazers of past women's movements, began
shaping new, more radical images for
them sesves.
This newest movement, tagged "Women's
Liberation." has disrupted the traditional roles of
both men and women. Today evidence of this
move for women's equality is widespread across
the UMO campus, both in student activities and
administrative policies.
Administrative advances in the cause of
women's rights are being made in employment,
enrollment, and curriculum. It is the job of Equal
Employment Opportunity director Dr. JoAnn Nt.
Fritsche to investigate any evidence of sex
discrimination against either UM() students or
employees, and to equalize female status through
administrative channels.
On employment. Fritsche stressed the
-problem is not the University of Maine per se but
that the entire society undervalues female
dominated jobs.- In compliance with the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Equal Payment Act of
1963, which established the illegality of
discrimination in employment and salaries on the
basis of sex or race. the EEO head has worked to
bring equality to women of UMO.
The Equal Employment Opportunity director
said the solution to upgrading the position of
women in the competitive job market is two-fold.
Clerical jobs must be upgraded in salary. Fritsche
stressed, not just here at UMO but across the
country. She cited $5000-6000 as the typical salary
for a clerical worker, adding the turnover rate at
these jobs is high. but not because women are the
employees. Fritsche claimed inadequate wages is
the major reason women don't remain in clerical
positions for long periods of time
The. director also mentioned many women may
want to consider other job market options that
have been male dominated in the past. She
stressed women must realize they don•t have to be
clerical workers if they wish to enter other fields.
Women have been traditionally under% alued
and underpaid. said Fritsche. but she added that
at UM() "We have reached the, point where a
woman w ho is an instructor or an assistant
professor is paid comparable to a man.-
Women who want to make
more money have to go into
male dominated jobs
She cited the main problem at UMO. where 22
per cent of the professional employees are
women, is that most women hold lower paying
jobs. "Women who want to make more money
have to go into male dominated jobs. Salaries and
treatment are better in categories with an equal
by Debbie Slim
number of Men and women. If there are a lot of
men or a few, they get the top jobs," she
noted. Fritsche added early results of equal status
for sexes have benefited more men than women.
More men moved into traditionally female jobs,
such as telephone operators. than women into
men's jobs.
Marital status may also prevent women from
getting jobs. Both single and married women, as
well as single men, are not preferred job material.
Most women in top jobs
where social acceptance is as
importance as credentials,
are single or divorced
Fritsche claimed most women in top jobs. "where
social acceptance is as important as credentials.**
are single or divorced.
She said a big problem in achieving equal status
for men and women in the job market is that in the
case of promotions and pay raises. a woman is
'invisible.**
In non-teaching positions, "you get promoted
by making yourself visible. The boss looks right
through the woman in times of promotion.
figuring she either doesn't need the extra money.
or doesn't want the added responsibility.- said
Fritsche. • •Women are. less likely to ask for
promotions. They're not in the same social circle.
'1 know just the right guy
for the fob''
and aren't thought about when jobs come up.-
The supervisor's typical thought. she said. when a
new job comes up is. "I know just the right guy for
the job."
Speculating on the nature of sex discrimination,
she dismissed the theory that it is intentional.
"The problem is with the whole social structure
which conditions men and women, and so
behavior is conscious. That's why textbooks and
curriculum are so important--we have to deal not
only with external, but also internal pressures. It's
a matter of self-image.- she stressed.
A recent Maine Teachers' Association
convention .Fritsche attended studied sex
stereotyping in textbooks. She remarked,' There
are schools in this area discouraging shop courses
for females, in violation of the law.**
'Efforts to include Women's Studies in UMO's
curriculum have resulted in four courses
concentrating on aspect of feminism. Fritsche
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said the most radical aspect of such women's
studies is "the questioning of a male centered
universe. Women's studies. involving recogni-
tion that as women all of us are an authority on
being women.- look at the world from a totally
different perspective. She is also investigating
whether faculty have adressed themselves to the.
concerns of women, as related to their discipline.
The administration recently established a new
office with the appointment of Linda Monko to the
newly created position of Coordinator of Women's
Programs and Services at UMO. Monko, working
under the Office of Student Affairs. provides
another channel through which women and
particularly students may he reached.
She directs existing women's programs,
provides information on women's activities, and
counsels and supports women's groups and
organizations. Workshops and symposiums for
women are also under her direction.
Photographer
fetagrete one who practices or is skilled in photography.
C Maine We are looking for skilledphotographers to work in paidposition. Experience required.Apply to Steve Ward. 106 Lord Hall
581-7531
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She cited the importance of her position in that
"there is now administrative office space dealing
with concerns and needs of women students."
Her major goal is "meeting women students
personal and social needs- through contact on an
informal, personal level. She intends to reach
women with academic help, career planning and
counselling and assertiveness training.
Assertiveness training en-
courages women to move out
of a traditional roles
What is assertiveness training? "Developing a
woman's positive self-image, through encourage-
ment that women can move out of traditional
passive roles into leadership roles,'' she
explained. Monko plans to hold a workshop on this
subject next semester.
Working with what she described as a "very
small budget,- Monko has planned several
upcoming programs. She has organized a
"Women's Forum- with monthly topics of
interest to women. This months' topic. "Feminist
Trends in Psychology," is the subject of a
workshop Dec. 12. Also in December a monthly
Women's Activities Calendar of Monko's
initiation begins publication.
In February. she plans to hold several
workshops on dance and movement therapy,
which will he directed by an actress and dancer
from New York. Monko also intends to support
women's physical education and what she termed
neglected female sports. as well as holding
informal dorm meetings with -women students.
In addition. the. woman's program coordinator -
plans to begin a women's publication of a
professional news arts type. She is also
developing a women's program to be broadcasted
on Maine Public Broadcasting Network.
As part of her job. Monko has also been in
contact with the student-organized feminist group
active on campus. She has helped coordinate.
activities originating from this group.
Aside from the official administrative move
toward female equality, a feminist group of area
woman and students is now active at UMO. The
feminists began to meet in 1971. but the
organization did not pick up momentum until last
spring, when a Women's Art Festival was
sponsored and various interest groups began
regular meetings.
This year, although organization remains loose.
a working corps of 15 women coordinate various
activities which involve from 50-70 women.
'The feminist group's vice-president. Karen'
Arnabile, said the group's basic goal at present is
'to create an awareness, make women conscious
of themselves and their own potentials.•'
As a recognized student group receiving
student senate funds, the feminists are working
We are dealing with a
different world here in Maine
with several projects providing social and
individual outlets for women. From a tiny room in
the Memorial Union dubbed the "Woman's
Room- Amabile publishes a semi-weekly
newsletter. "Feminist News.-
Amabile explained. "the newsletter is a major
avenue of communication--it has brought the
group alot more support.- The newsletter, she
continued, is mailed to 210 area women
off-campus, as well as being distributed in
shopping malls and the Bangor Public Library.
The publication is good, she said, because the
group is not limited to university students. Most
events attract off-campus community women
rather than students.
Attracting more support from campus women is
a big concern. Amabile noted the group's label
as "feminist- has been highly criticized. She
attributes this to the radical overtones the media
has given the word. She explained. "feminist just
defines someone involved in women's activities."
In publicity, she said, the term "women's group"
is used instead. However, she is dissatisfied with
this, as "it sounds like a tea party, which isn't the
image we want, either.-
The feminists have several projects working
Nimble Pawed?
The Maine Campus wishes
to increase
its staff of typesetters
for the second semester.
If interested.
Contact Steve Ward,
106 Lord Hall.
Telephone 581-7531
Joanne FrItache
actively with community women. Consciousness-
raising (C-RI groups, which meet on and
oft-campus weekly to discuss awareness,
feelings and problems, is termed the
"Cornerstone of the movement.- A crisis-coun-
ling service. "Spruce Run,- has been set up for
women with martial difficulties. Also, assistants
for women who wish to obtain a divorce pro se
(without a lawyer) is offered through a feminist
with help from Karla Forsythe, of Pine Tree
Legal Service.
Aside from those continuous services, the group
sponsors informational meetings on topics such as
abortion. A Woman's Film Festival is planned for
March, at which the DLS is sponsoring Mary Daly
to speak on women and religion. The group works
closely with Linda Monko in coordinating
workshops on feninist topics.
Although there is a feminist political action
committee, due to lack of interest and time, little
has been accomplished. Amabile noted. "a few
feminists picketed a Bangor television station a
few weeks ago when a very sexist program was
broadcast.- However, this has been their -most
political action.• •
The feminists have worked largely with
constructive projects rather than political aims.
Amabile explained this is because "this area is
three to four years behind others. I personally
would like to rally women and get everything done
overnight, but that's not a practical approach.
"We are dealing with a different world here in
Maine and are trying to get consciousness started
here first.- she concluded.
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Arts and Sciences looking for five new chairmen
by Peal Beth
Selection of five department chairmen in
the university's College of Arts and
Sciences are expected to be announced by.
Feb. I. The new chairmen will take office
in June. 197.5.
At least four of those to be named will be
serving as department chairmen for the
first time as Vincent Hartgen. department
of art: Josef Roggenbauer. department of
foreign languages and classics; Wofford
Gardner. department of speech; and
Eugene Mawhinney. department of
political science. have decided to step
down from their present positions. Only.
William Jeffreys, who heads the history
department. has expressed an interest in
remaining head of his department.
Kenneth Allen. acting dean of arts and
sciences, said earlier this week, only the ad
hoc committee searching for a person to fill
the soon-to-be vacant chairmanship of the
speech department has been unsuccessful
in finding individuals willing to fill the
position. But Allen believes a list of
candidates will be forwarded to him soon.
The method of selecting the department
heads as well as the term of office and the
function of the chairmen, are set down in
the faculty handbook. v. hich was revised in
1970.
"We're hy ing by this right to the
comma.•• Allen said. The handbook gives
the dean the responsibility for establishing
an ad hoc selection committee of no fewer
than five members. The faculty of each
department. where possible, elects three
tenured members to the committee, and
the dean appoints two other members from
allied disciplines. There are no students on
the search committees.
The college dean reserves the right to
yeto the committee's choice. however. If
the committee is unable to propose an
acceptable alternate candidate, the
selection is then made by a committee
composed by the dean, the vice president
for academic affairs, and a representative
from the department chosen by the faculty
According to the handbook, chairmen
are appointed to terms ranging from three
to five years. depending on guidelines
established by each department. Except
for the history department. where the term
is four years, all the chairmanships at stake
last three years.
•
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Apply now to experience one of the most exciting year abroad
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Allen said the short term, coupled with a
relatively- low administrative stipend. will
make it difficult to attract appointees from
the outside this year.
"Why should somebody conic here w ith
the knowledge that he may not even be
here in two or three years?" Allen said.
explaining the stipends ranged from 5500
to Sl.S(X). depending on the size of the
department and the scope of the position.
"Department chairmen are usually the
highest paid members of the faculty .
because they're usually the senior
members of the faculty.— he explained.
Allen added, however, that since the
establishment of rotating chairmanships,
an individual can serve no more than two
consecutive terms as chairman, and thus
department heads will not necessarily
always be senior faculty members.
Prior to the 1970 revision of the faculty
handbook, department heads served
five-year terms, and were then subject to a
review conducted solely by the dean.
Speech department head Gardner, for
instance, will be stepping down from the
chairmanship of the speech department
after 26 years in the position.
Explaining the new selection process
attempts to fill the position with the most
qualified person. Allen stressed that a
chairmanship is not "a political office — and
the selection process is not "a popularity.
contest."
"The job is thankless and difficult,— he
said, listing the four major functions of
chairmen.
"He (the chairman) will basically set the
tone of the whole department in every
aspect of the department's activity, and is
totally responsible for making teaching
assignments.— Allen said.
"Through interaction with the depart-
mental policy ads isory committee, the
chairman is the vehicle tiv which decisions
on promotions, tenure and retention are
carried forward to the dean.'' he
explained, adding these decisions can be
vetoed anywhere along the line leading to
the trustees.
Allen said chairmen also determine
salary increments, although advice from
the department is sought. In recent years,
salary increases have been fixed. however.
with little left over for the awarding of
merit increases.
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1st ANNIVERSARY SALE
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Big Savings In Time For Christmas
All Merchandise Marked Down.
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All Sales Final-- We Accept
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IFIE WISE IN THE WAYS OF CHRISTMAS..,
GIVE HER A DAZZLING DIAMOND
It's a wise man who knows the ways of
his true love The certain way to her heart is
a shining diamond gift ... and it needn't
cost a fortune. A ring, pin, or necklace to g!ow
with icy fire ... A diamond burning
bright for all the Christmases to come because
you're wise in the ways of giving.
W.C. BRYANT & SON, INC.
46 MAIN ST.
BANGOR, MAINE
Tel. 9474548
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Two fine Italian films highlight university movie menu
FILM REVIEW
by BM Gorden
Two very fine films by the great Italian
director Luchino Visconti are being shown
on campus next week. and since MUAB
has unfortunatelv returned to the
second-rate commer. ial drib el of former
years. you'd do best to skip this weekend's
nonsense thou v.ant any substance in your
film viewing.
Beckett is yet another of those
over and excessively fancy
costume dramas exploring a "great human
theme'. meant to 0% er . hel m us v.it h
enormous insight. It's really nothing more
than a plodding religious treatise about
whether Thomas Beckett (Richard Burton)
is serving his God of Henry II (Peter
O'Toole). who tried to use Beckett after
appointing him as Chancellor and
Archbishop of Canterbury. Beckett. which
runs nearly. two-and-a-half hours, will be
shown in 100 Nutting for SO cents at 7 and
4:30.
Probably the most immoral piece of
drama to reach the American stage.
Arsenic and Old Luce makes cold-bkioded
murder a subject for gut-splitting comedy.
If not taken seriously. you might like this
tale of two doddering old ladies who give
Controversial film 'Primate'
banned by public network
The Maine Public Broadcasting Network
MPBN) in Orono has banned the showing
tif a 105
-minute film called "Primate."
MPBN program manager Dan Everett
explained the station "thought the
program was not suitable for the time
period that it was being offered (by. the
Public Broadcasting Service) for use by the
network.
Everett said the program. which was to
have been aired at 10 p.m. last night. may
-have offended people who tune in regularly
to wath a captioned version of the national
news at 11 p.m. Most of the people who
watch the news, he claimed, are elderly
who suffer hearing impairments, and he
said the% would have most likely tuned in
earl% for the news and, without warning.
caught parts of the controversial
'•Primates.•*
1 he "Primate.' is a film which observes
experiments involving gorillas, chur.pan•
Council meets
to consider
new calendar
The Council of Colleges will meet
Monday at 3:15 p.m. in the Bangor Room
of the Union to consider the proposed
19'5-'6 academic calendar, hear a status
report on the ad hoc selection committees
for department chairmen: and to listen to a
committee report recommending that the
council not grant facult% special categories
of representation.
President Neville will address the
council concerning the proposed academic
calendar. Students have voted overwhelm-
ing's in a recent referendum to continue
the present "earl', calendar" which ends
the fall semester before Christmas break.
Ne% ilk said Thursda% _he will submit
more than one sersion of the earl% calendar
to the council, all of which will he for the
total year. The president believes "most of
the faculty and students are not satisfied
with two one-week vacations" during the
spring semester, adding that "a four-week
Christmas sacation is an alternative I'm
currentl% considering."
One plan Neville will offer will include an
early calendar with the traditional three
days off at Thanksgis mg. also including a
four-da% weekend in October. Under such a
plan. it is possible there would be onl% one
full-week vacation during the spring
semester, instead of the traditional two
full-week vacations.
Dance & Drink
To The
Music of
RICK GAMBLIN
THE GAMBLINS
Wed , Thurs Fri 8.
Sat. afternoon & night
The Depot Tavern
Downtown Old Town
zees. orangutans. and monkeys at a
research center in Atlanta.
The Orono station's decision came after
a Nov. 18 advance screening. viewed by
officials of the station anti another public
broadcasting station. WCBB-TV in
Lewiston. Following the screening the
Lewiston station decided to air the
program.
How et/CT general manager Odell
Skinner of WCBB said his station's
broadcast of "Primate" beginning at 10
last night was at a time when children
would not be likely to view it.
In a %tor% appearing in the Ban,gor Dads,
New's this week, Skinner described the
program as a "research document— and
said "it should he looked at in this vein."
He said his station, although owned by
three colleges in Maine, gets part of its
funding from tax money. "and the public
should have the opportunity to see how
these tax dollars are being spent."
WCBB aired a disclaimer prior to the
film informing % iewers the station had no
involvement in the PBS production and told
viewers what the program was about and
allowed them to make a choice as to
whether the'. should watch it or not
their gentlemen callers elderberry wine
spiked with arsenic and then dispose of
their corpses in the cellar. The film was
very successful in its day (1944) but it has
becom% hopelessly dated. Director Frank
Capra lets Cary Grant over-act as much of
the rest of the cast, which is a bit too much
to take for nearly two hours. The film will
be shown in 100 Nutting this Saturday at 7
and 930 for 50 cents.
This Monday evening. Visconti's lavish
The leopard will be shown as part of the
Italian Film Triumvirate series. With a cost
near $20 million, ranking it as the most
expensive foreign film until Bertolucci's
new effort Paris /WM was made this year.
"II Gattopardo•• is a visually stunning epic
chronicling wartime Italy during the
1860's. Set in Sicily. the film centers
around the house of Salina and the changes
this royal family undergoes after the
unification of Garibaldi (a political rebel)
brings a more democratic government Yet
the new regime is one composed of weak
and self-seeking men for, as the Prince of
Salina (Burt Lancaster) says. 'We were the
leopards. the lions. Those who take our
place will be jackals and sheep."
Based on a classic novel by Giuseppe di
Lampedusa. himself a Sicilian prince who
died in 195' before his work was
published, the film has suffered some by
being cut almost 45 minutes for its
American release. There is some very poor
dubbing here and there, but the film
remains for the most part a remarkable
achievement. Biuseppe Rottunno's meti-
culous widescreen color photography and
Nino Rota's ambitious score Inc also
composed for Fellini and for both parts of
The Godlather) make The Leopard a
spectacle for the senses. The film will be
shown, in its original widescreen format. in
100 Nutting at 6:30 and 9:30 with an
admission of 50 cents.
Visconti is famed for his use of the visual
aspect of film, and in 1955 Sensu was his
first use of color. (Death in Venice is his
most visually perfect film. with The
Leopard a close second). Senso is also set
during a time of political and social
uphea% al. and centers around the affairs of
a wealthy countess (Alicia Valli).
The film has repeatedly run into
censorship troubles, mainly since the
lengthy sequence of the Battle of Custoza
was the first time a major Italian
film dared depict a military defeat of that
country.
It was originally released in the United
States in a severely cut and dubbed version
with the improbable title of The Wanton
Countess and has been available in its
original form onlv in the last few years.
Sens° will be shown next Thursday (Dec.
12) in 100 Nutting at " and 9:30 with all
admission fee of 25 cents.
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If you're one of tomorrow's physicians,
there are some things you should know
today.
..e-egler 
-•"yr' 414-94
For instance. You should know about the op-
portunities offered by Armed Forces Health
Care. As an officer in the service of your
choice you'll work in modern facilities. With
up-to-date equipment. And modern, up-to-
date professionals in every area of Health
Care
For example. You should know that
Armed Forces Health Care offers opportuni-
ties for initial training and advanced study in
practically every specialty Not to mention
the opportunity to practice it.
You should know, too, that we make it
possible for you to pursue a post-residency
fellowship at either military or civilian insti-
tutions
And if all this strikes a spark, then you
should certainly know about our scholarship
program.
If you qualify, the tuition for your medi-
cal education will be covered fully while you
participate in the program And during that
time you'll receive a good monthly stipend.
Just one more thing.. we think if you
know all the facts, today, you may want to be
one of us tomorrow.
Find out. Send in the coupon and get
the facts...today.
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Children at the UMO Children's Center go
sledding every morning on the hill behind the
building during their outdoor play period. The run.
which is one hundred feet long, allows the children
to speed down on their plastic skids, as well as a
toboggan. ward photo
McNeirs resignation
believed discussed
at closed meeting
•eontinued from page 3
NeY die. who attended the meeting. said
the trustees arc "trying to think through
what would be their stand if we do get
ollcciise bargaining.••
Collectiye bargaining for uniyersity
employe% has become almost a foregone
conclusion for some uniyersity officials.
Currently. the Labor Relations Senice
Foundation. hich is the same group which
wrote the collectiye bargaining bill for state
employe% passed in the last session of the
legislature. is drafting a similar bill for
unicersitY employes for the coming
session.
"I think there is a general consensus
that the hill will pass... observed Ne%lite
According to a reliable source, a time
schedule of sorts for McNeil.% possible
departure to accept a position in California
was discussed in a closed-door executiyc
session held by the board, with thc
chancellor present. Although the subject
was not dealt with at the public meeting.
the source believed the chancellor's
pending resignation was a major
undercurrent at the two-day meeting
The trustees also accepted their
colleague Stephen T. Hughes resignation
at the public meeting Wednesday
Old Town
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AYAILABLI 4146.
i Our •kill ind 
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Maine Campus
Trustee member resigns,
elected to state legislature
University of Maine trustee Stephen T.
Hughes. who was elected to the Maine
House of Representatives on Nov. 5.
announced his resignation to the Board of
Trustees Wednesday.
Previously. Hughes had indicated that
he wanted to finish the remaining year ()t-
his term as a UM trustee, but stated he
would resign if any legal or ethical conflicts
of interest were found in his serving in the
two capacities.
Hughes told the trustees he was
resigning because he couldn't hold both
positions and still manage to do his best at
both.
The former president of the UMO
student senate (1464-70) had plaudits for
both the chancellor and the trustees.
saying the people of Maine owe McNeil a
great deal for his "monumental efforts in
the past six years.— and claiming that the
trustees arc the —finest group ot people I
hay e ever worked with."
I he educational policy committee of the
trustees had met earlier in the da% to
consider the board's policy on the political
actisity of uniyersity employes. Present
policy maintains university employes'
participation in politics "may. at times.
include the holding of elective or
appointise office.—
No formal action was taken hy the
trustees on this matter, which was sent
back to the chancellor's staff for re‘iel*, to
be taken up again later. The committee's
discussion took place before Hughes
announced his resignation.
Hughes will sene as the representative
from Auburn's district four. At the time of
his appointment, he was the only UM
student to ever serve on the Board of
Trustees.
Federal grant
aids study
A federalk aided program to look mto
teaching methods and establish eight la.*
facultY awards is no under.% a% at UMO.
Graduate assistants hay e been hired and a
member from each of the faculties of the
umeersnies of Vermont. !Se% Hampshire.
and Rhode Island has agreed to act as
outside. cy aluators.
10 MINUTES
OF YOUR TIME
COULD SAVE
A FRIEND'S LIFE.
In the time it takes to dnve
your friend home, you could save
his life.
If your friend's been drinking
too much. he shouldn't be driving.
The automobile crash is the
number one cause of death of people
your age. And the ironic thing is
that the drunk drivers responsible
for killing young people are most
often other young people.
Take ten minutes. Or twenty
Or an hour. Drive your friend
home. '1-hat's all. If you can't do
that, call a cab. Or let him sleep
on your couch.
We're not asking you to be
a doctor or a cop. Just a friend.
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DLS speaker to describe
JFK assassinations theory
Ihe Distinguished Lecture Series iDLS)
winds up the fall semester with its third
speaker. Bob Katz. who will speak on the
1%3 assassination of President John F.
Kennedy., Monday. Dec. 9. at 8 p.m. in the
Memorial Gym.
Katz. whose speech is billed as ' , a
prososative verbal and sisual presentation
using hundreds of rare photographs and
film taken at the scene," has long
contended the assassination was the result
of a conspiracy, and not simply the actions
of "a frustrated loner who killed for no
apparent reason."
The program. Who Killed JFK." is
supposed to provide rare photographic and
film evidence. some of which has never
been seen by the Warren Commission.
describing bizarre events which occured in
Dallas. Texas on Nov. 22. 1%3. Katz says
he has rare photos linking Lee Harvey
Oswald. the alleged assassin, with a
gossrnment -endorsed domestis espionage
apparatus.
Katz, with the cooperation of the
Washington-based Committee to Investi-
gate Assassinations, has been lecturing of
the subject of the John Kennedy
assassination since the fall of 1972.
A 1%9 graduate of Ohio's Miami
University. he has worked as a reporter for
the Day newspapers, a surburban branch
of the Chicago Sun-Tame: the Beverly
(Mass.) Times. Boston's Bay State Banner.
and both the Phoenix and the Real Paper.
alternative weekly papers based in Boston.
Katz has also done free-lance writing for
the old Boston Herald-Traveler. Boston
magazine, and more recently. the Christian
Science Monitor. Katz produced radio
shows concerning assassinations have
been aired over Boston's WBCN-FM.
Dec. 6, 1974
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Faculty collective bargaining to be topic of closed meeting
•coatinued from page 3
quick vote and legislation so they can start.
They arc against anything which might
postpone things." Bailey claimed,
declining to 13y where the opposition
stemmed from. "I shouldn't say. Some
people might find it offensise." she said.
explaining her unwillingness to pinpoint
the location oz the opposition to student
input in faculty collective bargaining.
John Lindloff, a professor in the College
of Education. expressed surprise upon
hearing the meeting is closed.
*1 personally hase no objections to an
open meeting. but if Jeanne (Bailey) does.
1 certainls would respect her reasons for
A
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the /Maine
Campus
Mr. BIG
BEEF'N BREW
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Opposite UM°
Park St. Entrance
PRESENTS
Free Popcorn
PHONE 866-4333
doing so:* he said. "I wouldn't want to
interfere."
Lindloff. a member of the Faculty and
Professional Association iFPA). does have
resets at ions on how much students should
'presently be involved. '•1 see the purpose
of the meeting as one where we can discuss
the appropriate role of student representa-
tives.•• he said. "But I don't see any
possible benefits now; not in terms of the
stage were at now. "I certainly feel the
students should play a role in this, but not
until the enabling legislation has been
passed.'' Lindloff explained. "The
proposal might be jeopardized by student
involsement this early."
Lindloff said the Faculty Liaison Council
(FLC) has numerous legislators in mind to
sponsor the enabling legislation. "Ted
Curtis is one." he revealed, referring to
the newly-elected state senator from
Orono. "But we'll probably look for a
sponsor in both the senate and the house."
Mark Hopkins. student senate vice
president; Kathy Doheny • student member
of the university's Board of Trustees; and
Bailey are working with Dick Davies,
newly-elected state representative from
House District 78, in submitting a proposal
which would include student involvement.
Brews! in 1876 by our anginal prn, es.
hum the chow est hops rn
and bast barley malt
Besides Bailey, Hopkins. Davies,
Lindloff, and Doheny. those invited to
attend the meeting are: Doug Gillespie,
BCC student government president;
Kenneth Ramage. an Jiniversity trustee
and an expert on collective bargaining;
Walter Schoenberger. a political science
professor and vice president of the
American Association of University
Professors; Dwight Rideout. dean of
student affairs; Frank St. Louis. a member
of the American Federation of State.
Counts, and Municipal Employes (Af-
SCME); and Jack Polidori, director of labor
education at UMO.
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million in federal contracts safe
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Affirmative
 Action means more women in bsyear jo  
eachby Debbie Sllne
An Affirmative Action Plan design to
insure equal employment opportunities for
women and minorities at UMO has been
accepted by the federal government's
Office for Civil Rights. a division of the
Department of Health. Education and
Welfare. UMO is the first land-grant
university in New England to have its
affirmative action plan approved.
Endorsement of the plan. developed
under the direction of Equal Employment
Opportunity head Dr. JoAnn M. Fritsche.
safeguards the $8 million in federal
contracts pouring into the university
system. Any company or institution
receiving federal contracts of more than
$15000 must develop an Affirmative
Action Plan. Without such a plan. federal
funds could be withheld in the event of
discrimination complaints.
No federal funds have as vet been held
up, but UMO would have been in
increasing danger of having these funds
cut off if this plan had not been developed
and accepted. Fritsche. describing the plan
as a "weapon to enforce civil rights."
explained that implementation of objec-
tives to "hire and promote minorities and
women, and establish training and support
program)" must get underway here.
Initiallv developed in 191. the plan was
rejected in part by the Office of Civil Rights
in 19'2 because revisions and mort
extensive analysis of problem areas %tort
necessary.
Discrimination against minorities is
minimal here, said the director. "The
minority workers we have. have
equity—we just don't ha% c enough of
them."
1977 deadline
The five-% ear affirmative action plan
due to be fulls implemented by 19— will
reduce the discrimatory empkiymen:
statistics here. Presently. 1.6 per cent twi
professional (faculty) university emplovi—
arc members of minority. groups. By l° -
this figure will be increased to 1.9 per tent.
and by 19—. it should be up to 2.2 per cent.
according to the plan. This small
percentage objective for minonties is due
to the small minority. population in Maine.
as only one per cent of Maine's total
population represent minority. groups.
Project Fuel helps
keep homes free
from winter chill
Project Fuel sounds like the name ot a
top secret plan to tap the Middle East oil
fields. but it isn't, at least not directly. It is
a program set up to study the best ways to
winterize houses hy the Department of
Industrial Cooperation.
The idea originated last winter as a
result of the oil embargo. when the Office
of Economic Opportunity in Augusta
became concerned with the effect
increased fuel prices would have on
low -income families.
The 0E0 arranged to have winterizing
,naterials (plastic for windows, weather
stripping, banking materials, etc.)
delivered to low-income families in the
state.
According to Prof. Richard Hill, director
of the DIC, his department was contacted
by the 0E0 to conduct an evaluation of the
plan. A group of mechanical engineers
from the university inspected a sample of
40 houses involved in the winterizing
project and interviewed the occupants. The
results of these inspections encouraged
continuing the plan.
The DIC is now negotiating a contract
with the Federal Energy Administration
..vhich has assumed the technical direction
of the project. The DICs role this winter
will he to prepare a technical basis for
home winterization.
At present. 21.8 per cent of the
professional jobs here are held by females.
By 19"5, this figure will be increased to
23.4 per cent. and to 25.3 per cent in 197'.
Fritsche termed this increase "reason-
able."
Although the Affirmative Action Plan
marks official intent to reduce discrimina-
tory practices. actions are already'
underway to promote equity here. Fritsche
cited such advances as the achievement of
a two per cent increase in the number of
women professional posit ions between
October. 1973 and March. 1974, or an
increase of l'b to 204 women in
professional positions. including non-
teaching positions. During the same
period. the .:umber of men employed in
professional positions here increased from
724 to '49.
Few discrimination complaints
"A two to four per cent increase doesn't
sound like much." said the EEO head.
"but you have to realize that over halt of
the new people hired are females. The total
increase (two per cent) is small, but of the
new people hired, women make up over
half of them.
"And we can't discriminate against
white men, but have to try to achieve equal
opportunity at a reasonable rate. Only 13
per cent of those in the United States with
Ph. Ds are women, and against that. the 25
per cent figure looks good."
Fritsehe also cited a $44,000 in pay
increase for .reasons of sex equity and
tenure granted to women formerly. passed
over as recent equal opportunity advances
here. Other extensions of the program
include the UMO Children's Center, which
has been providing child care services
since September. training programs and
counseling services.
Fritsche said she see a lot of people who
come to see her with questions and
problems, but cited few Sert011s sex
discrimination complaints. An important
part of her job is anticipating problems,
she said.
In June of
proposed salary increases. and it Ow
discoers sex differentials in the proposed
salary increases, she finds out why.
In conjunction with the affirmative action
plan. the EEO distributes a newsletter with
information to assist women seeking
re-education or employment. Fritsche cited
the WINNER (Women In Need of New
Education or Retraining) scholarship fund
to provide scholarships or women
studying pan-time, and said the $30,000
goal for WINNER will be collected by
applying to foundations, with some support
form local businesses and citizens.
Referring to the overall significance of
the plan. Fritschc said. "All it means is
now we're on the right track—it does not
mean we have reached equity."
Despite expected advances, she stressed
that much progress is necessary. "I believe
a gradual change is going to be the more
lasting change. A revolution overnight will
only create inequity in other terms."
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